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MANUAL OF BLACKSMITHING 

t CHAPTER I. 

FORGES AND APPLIANCES. 

It is but fitting that the first chapter of a hand· /
book on the art of the blacksmith should contain de· 
scriptions of the various appliances necessary to the 
performance of the work. The principal of these are 
noticed in this chapter, descriptions of the hand 
tools being given in the next chapter; descriptions of 
t1lPse appliances that require to be specially mad~ 
for individual jobs are included in the expl¥ations 
of the processes further on. Brief notices o'f some 
of the principal forges will be useful as a guide to 
the choice of one. Portable bellows forges, both 
rectangular and circular, are made in a gFeat many 
sizes. One with a hearth measuring about 25 in. by 
18 in. is sufliciently large for a single·handed worker, 

\ 	 and in it bar iron up to 1 in. or 114 in. square may 
be heated. For heavier work, requiring the aid of 
a hammer·man, the hearth may measure 33 in. by 
26 in., and range thence up to 39 in. by 30 in. for the 
largest work. The common forge built of bricks or 
stone is suitable for average and occasional heavy 
work. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a medium size forge with half 
hood; it is adapted for machinists, plumbers, miners, 
marble workers, millers, repair shops, farmers and 
locksmiths. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the noted Standard Lever Black· 

S 
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smith Forge. The lever motion used on this forge 
has been in use for fifteen years, and is now on over 
225,000 forges and blowers throughout the world. 

Fig. 1.-Illustrates a Medium-Size Forge. 

The Joint Brass Oscillating Journal Bearings which 
is a feature of this forge prevent all twisting and 
binding of the bearings. The oil chambers, when 
filled, hold oil for lubricating the bearings automat-

Fig. 2.-lllustrates Standard Lever Blacksmith Forge. 

ically six months, or 153 working days, without 
further attention. The brass bearings are adjusta
ble over the entire length of the bearings, wltb 
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hardened steel lock nut end·screws, for taking up all 
wear on the fan. Another special feature is the 
slope bottom coal box, which is beneath the level of 
the bottom, thus being entirely out of the way. Wet 
or damp coal is often very necessary when heavy 
work is being done, and no forge is complete without 
a sloped coal box. 

A lever blacksmith blower is illustrated by Fig. 
3. In this forge the lever motion is perfect in its 
construction, and cannot get out of order; it is light 

Fig. 3.-A Lever Blacksmith Blower. 

running, with a continuation of momentum between 
strokes, keeping the blast regular and powerful. It 
has a 16-in. fan and 25-in. fly-wheel, with a capacity 
of a 50-in. bellows. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a horseshoer's forge. This has 
been designed and substantially constructed for 
horseshoers, blacksmith's fires. It is easy running 
and noiseless, and, when thoroughly known, will be 
appreciated by every blacksmith who makes a spe
cialty of shoeing horses. The blast is powerful 
enough for all kinds of light and heavy blacksmith's 
work, including the heaviest railroad work. 
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A smith's bellows is illustrated by Fig. 5, and this 
can be obtained in sizes varying from 24 in. to 
40 in. long. 

A fan blower is especially adapted for blowing 

Fig. 4.-Illustrates a Horseshoer's Forge. 

forge fires, boiler fires, steam boiler furnaces, pud
dling and heating furnaces, dry rooms, refrigerators, 
or for ventilation, and is illustrated by Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5.-IlIustrates a Smith's Bellows. 

A blower is undoubtedly the best; its equal and 
continuous blast is superior to the spasmodic, varia
ble, and intermittent current from bellows. There 
are several kinds of blowers used in portable forges, 
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but there is not very much to choose between them. 
In workshops a row of forges will be supplied with 
blast from a single fan or blower, each forge being 
furnisbed with a throttle valve in its tuyere pipe. 

Fig. 6.-Illustrates a Fan Blower. 

The old-fashioned bellows are still found in country 
shops; but in the modern establishments a fan blast· 
or a blower is used, either being superior in all 
respects to the bellows. 

In small forges, the tuyere is a simple tube. The 
thickening-up of the nozzle serves to preserve it 
from destruction for a very long period, and the 
casting, when burnt away, is replaced. But in all 
large forges operated by powerful blast, the tuyere 

Fig. 7.-The American Wrought Anvil. 

is surrounded with water, which protects the nose 
from the destructive heat of the fire. 

The American wrought anvil (Fig. 7) ranges in 
weight from about sixty pounds up, and is made of 
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steel-faced wrought iron. A double-piked anvil is 
shown by Fig. 8 and a farrier's anvil by Fig. 9. 
The conical end (A) or "beak" is used for turning 
bars upon, and the hole (B) is for the reception of the 
anvil chisel, and various bottom tools. Care should 

Fig. S.-Double Piked Anvil. 

be taken that the edges of the anvil are not bruised. 
The anvil is supported so that its face is about 

22 in. high from the ground by a stand which is 
often a block of wood. The anvil is prevented from 
slipping sideways by spikes driven into the wood 
close alongside the anvil-feet. An iron stand (Fig. 
10) is much firmer than one of wood, though its 
first cost is greater. 

D A 

Fig. 9.-Farrier's Anvil . 

The anvil wears hollow on the surface in the 
course of time, and its edges become rounded; the 
less this occurs the better, as an anvil needs to be 
true when flatting over large surfaces and square 
corners. Occasionally, but very seldom, the beak is 
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broken oft', either as the result of faulty construction 
or very rough usage. 

The ordinary tail or standing vice is, on the 
whole, as good as any. Vices with parallel jaws and 
instantaneous grip arrangements used by fitters are 
scarcely suitable for the smithy, where the work 
is mostly of a rough character. The tail·vice may 
be attached to a regular bench put up in the 
smithy, or a small bench only two or three feet in 
length may be attached to the wall near the forge, 
and the vice fastened to that; or it may be self
contained, standing on a tripod- framework of 
wrought iron, and so be movable about the shop. 

c=~ 
Fig. lO.-Anvl! Stand. 

In a shop not provided with steam power, the 
Oliver hammer is a useful tool, and may easily and 
cheaply be rigged up by smith and carpenter; though 
not so rapid in its action as a steam-hammer, it is 
the best substitute for one. If power is available, the 
drop-hammer is an improvement on the Oliver, and 
is employed in many large firms. The steam-hammer 
is, however, the most efficient, but it consumes a 
large quantity of steam, requires the attendance of 
a man to operate the valves, is costly, a'lld therefore 
only suitable to large shops. 

Figs. 11 and 12 show a front and a side view 
of an Oliver hammer, as often fitted up in country 
shops, where the appliance is often entirely home
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made. A, A, are stout wooden posts driven deeply 
into the ground, between them being pivoted on 
dead centers a piece of wood, B, of either round or 
square section. Iron centers are driven into the 
end of B, and these are pivoted upon studbolts, C, C. 

The pivots and the countersunk holes should be 
case-hardened, and iron bands, D, D, should be shrunk 
on to prevent the wood, B, being split out at the 
ends. The hammer-shaft, E, is mortised into B, over 

Fig. ll.-Front of Oliver Hammer. 

which, on each side of the hammer-shaft, bands, F, F, 

are shrunk, to prevent the concussion of the ham
mer blows splitting the wood. The hammer-head, 
G, is recessed as shown, to receive top swages, and 
corresponding bottom swages are let into the anvil, 
H, which, in turn, rests upon a massive anvil-block, J. 

The Oliver hammer is worked by the smith with 
his foot upon the treadle-board, K, to which one end 
of a chain, L, is attached, the other end being fast
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ened to a flexible wooden pole, M. A short lever, N, 

is fastened to the chain between K and M, and this 
lever being driven into n, of which it forms a part, 
moves n on its pivots and causes E and G to descend 
with the treadle, K. On the release of the foot, G 

is pulled up by the spring bar, M, which is tenoned 
into a stout beam, 0 , which is fastened to the wall. 
There are several forms of drop hammers. a com

o 

l 

•
I •L ___I 

Fig. 12.-Side of Oliver Hammer. 

mon arrangement being to attach the hammer to 
the lower end of a belt which is fastened to a pul
ley, the latter being revolved as required by friction 
cones, operated with a disengaging clutch. When the 
latter is released the hammer falls; on again throw
ing it into gear, the hammer is lifted. The clutch 
is controlled by means of a lever handle, within 
easy reach of the attendant. 
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A monkey or swinging pendulum hammer is illus
trated by Fig. 13_ It is made of cast iron, and is 
balanced carefully on its center of gravity by the 
correct setting in position of the eye, B, which is 
cast into the bar. The battering end is preserved 
from fracture, and from too rapid wear, by means 
of the wrought-iron band, c, which fits around, and 
is shrunk into a shouldered recess of dovetailed sec
tion. The handle, or porter, D, is of wrought iron 
cast into the monkey. It is provided with an eye, 
through which a small chain or rope, E, is passed; 
by means of this the monkey is pulled backwards 
after every blow. The monkey is suspended by a 
chain, A, from any convenient beam overhead. It is 

Fig. 13.-Swlnglng ~lonkey. 

drawn back several feet from the perpendicular, and 
then let go; being heavy, it strikes the iron with 
great force. 

The smith's mandrel, Fig. 14, a conical hollow 
casting, is employed chiefly in making rings, as will 
be explained, and should be kept in three or four 
sizes. 

An appliance employed for rounding off the 
heads of bolts is shown in plan and eleva
tion by Figs. 15 and 16. A is a bracket-like 
casting, bolted firmly to a heavy cast-iron base 
let into the ground. Through an overhang
ing boss at the top of A slides the sh;l.llk of the 
rounding tool, B. This is plumb over a bolster, c, 
on the base. The bolt is dropped into the bolster, C, 
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and the tool, B, struck upon it with a sledge hammer. 
The support, D, is merely for the purpose of support· 
ing the rounding tool while the bolt is being slipped 

Fig. 14.-Sugar-Ioaf Casting. 

. 
into the bolster. It is pivoted to a strap fastened to 
the side of A, and is turned to one side when the 
tool is being struck with the hammer. 
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A bolt·forging machine is power-driven, and by 
its means bolts and their heads are formed between 
dies having a rapid vertical movement imparted from 
a long cam shaft. Where . bolts are made in even 
moderate quantities, the bolt-machine soon pays for 
itself. An almost necessary adjunct to this machine 
is the power-driven hot and cold iron saws. The 
first is a comparatively thin saw, run dry at a high 
rate of speed, that cuts roughly through red-hot 

o 

Fig. 15_-Plan of Appliance for 

Rounding Bolt Heads. 


rods and bars almost instantly. The second is a 
thicker saw, that cuts slowly, but smoothly and 
cleanly, running in water the while. 

Two forms of carriers are commonly employed to 
move and carry about bars which are too long to 
be manipulated by the tongs. One (Fig. 17) is used 
underhand, being carried vertically with the hook 
lowermost, and the work, or one end of it, slung 
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in the hook. The other (Fig. 18) is used for heavy 
forgings, being carried by two men. When one 
end of the work is carried thus, the other may be 

Fig. is.-Elevation of Appliance for Rounding Bolt Heads. 

slung in the crane, or be merely supported with 
the tongs, or balanced by other means. 

Long rods and bars, when being cut off or 
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welded, require some support at the end farthest 
away from the smith. Support is also wanted when 
two rods are befng welded by a single·handed 
worker; one rod is held by the smith, but the other 
has to be supported by some mechanical contrivance, 
which should be provided with some means of ad
justing the height, to suit differences in the bulk 
or thickness of the work. Contrivances of this kind 

Cs~======================= 

Fig. 17.-Carrier for Bars. 

are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, and both, of course, are 
portable. In the one shown by Fig. 19, two cheeks, A, 

of wrought iron, cut to the outline shown in the end 
view, and maintained at a definite distance apart 
with the stay bolts, B, B, are pierced with numerous 
holes, C, at different heights. Into any of these 
holes the bolt, D, can be inserted, carrying the loose 
roller, E , that supports the work. 

In the second contrivance (Fig. 20), two uprights, 
A, are tenoned into a foot, B. Between the uprights 

Fig. lS.-Carri er for Bars. 

the forked piece, c, slides, and by the insertion of 
pins, I), I), in any pair of the series of holes in the 
uprights the height of the- fork, and consequently of 
the work, is regulated. 

Sometimes the support consists simply of a 
forked end screwed into a socket, and turned up or 
down with the hand; the adjustment of this appli
ance is more exact than in the others. 

Another method of supporting heavy work is by 
means of an endless sling chain dependent from a 
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loose pulley, slung from a light jib overhead. This 
contrivance is often used simply for lifting work of 
considerable bulk from the fire to the anvil and back 
again. For heavier work a pair of pulley blocks 
are often slung from a jib, and then there is mechan-
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ical gain, and facility for raising and lowering the 
work as well. 

Fig. 21 shows a simple and effective rig-up for 
manipulating heavy work. Use is made of the mova
ble jib, which is an accessory to most forges. It is 
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pivoted against the wall, and upon its cheeks, A, A. 

runs the jenny, B. consisting of four wheels and car
riage, with a depending hook, C, to which is attached 
a lever having a long arm, D. and a short arm, E. 

At the end of the short arm is a square nut, F. 

threaded to take a coarse, square·threaded screw, G, 

-which passes up clear by the side of the crane. At 
the lower end of this screw is a swivel, II, through 

o 
o 
o 

~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
A 

Fig. 20.-Adjustable Support for Long Work. 

which the screw works, being turned by a lever pass
ing through the hole in the boss at the lower end 
of the screw, G. From the lower end of the swivel 
depends the chain and clip in which the work is 
suspended. Adjustment of the height of the work 
can be made by turning the screw, G, the range of 
height being equal to the length of the screw, and 
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by pulling at the chain, J, at the long end of the 
lever. This latter, being rapid and immediate in 
action, is used during the manipulation of the work. 
The exercise of very little force, such as a man can 

0& i 
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Fig. 21.-Apparatus tor Lifting Heavy Forgings. 

apply with one hand, is sufficient to raise and lower 
the work upon the anvil or the bending block, and 
to move it to any position required. 
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CHAPTER II. 

HAND TOOLS. 

The smith's miscellaneous small hand tools, 
though numerous, consist mostly of appliances for 
molding or shaping metal into diverse forms. Like 
the tools used in some other trades, many are made 
as occasion requires, and accumulate quickly. 

The smith's hammers, other than power·driven, 
are of two kinds-the hand hammer and the sledge. 
The first·named weighs from lh lb. to 1 lb., and gen
erally is of the form shown in Fig. 22, with the ball 

Fig. 	22.-BalJ Peen 

Hammer. 
 Fig. 23-S1edge Hammer. 

peen. The cross peen hand hammer is used for 
fullering and drawing down. The fiat face is used 
for striking heavy blows and for finishing surfaces. 
The sledges are of one of the two forms shown in 
Figs. 23 and 24, and weigh from 4 to 14 Ibs., one of 
from 6 to 8 Ibs. weight being about the average. 
Fig. 25 shows the method of wedging on the head 
to prevent it from fiying off. Hammer handles should 
be kept in a dry place for several weeks previous to 
use; if they are not well seasoned, they shrink with 
the heat, and are apt to work loose on their heads. 
. The necessary firing tools are the poker, Fig. 26, 
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the slice, Fig. 27, and the rake, Fig. 28. Their uses 
are obvious. 

Before any forging can be done, tongs are neces· 
sary. There are often a dozen tongs to a moderately 
well appointed forge, but it is not necessary to get 
them all at once; a few of the simpler and most 
necessary tongs will now be described. Each of 
these tools is made in several sizes to suit the various 
kinds of work. 

Fig. 29 shows the hollow·bit tongs; enclosing and 
gripping the rod for a length of about 2 in., 
they take a very firm hold of both rods and bars. 
When there is a collar or other enlargement at 
one end of the bar, the pincer tongs, Fig. 30, are 

Fig. 25.-Sectlon through 
Fig. 24.-Sledge Hammer. W edged Hammer Head. 

sometimes employed to enable a firm grip to be 
taken; the jaws have V-notches, as shown in the 
end view. Fig, 31 shows tongs that are more gener
ally useful; the elongation of the V-shaped jaws 
gives a stronger grip, and the rod or bar is less liable 
to shift sideways. 

When a bar is so long that it cannot be held with 
these tongs, a crook-bit tongs (Fig. 32) is used; the 
jaws being turned aside permits the bar to pass 
alongside the handles on one side of the rivet. The 
lip serves to retain the bar in place, otherwise it 
would be apt to slip out sideways. With theRe four 
kinds of tongs work can be commenced on round 
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rods and square bars 01 iron. For other work there 
are other forms. The ring encircling the hanales 
or reins of the crook·bit tongs is called a coupler. 

Fig. 27.-Slice. Fig. 28.-Rake.Fig. 26.-Poker. 

which is slid dYer the reins, and tightened by a tap 
or two with the hammer. The work is thus grasped 
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without the need of any further effort on the part 
of the smith. 

For holding flat bars, tongs shaped like those 

Fig. 30.-Pincer Tongs. 

~~~~~ 

Fig. 31.-Tongs with V-shaped Jaws. 

Fig. 32.-Crook Bit Tongs. 

Fig. 33.-Tongs for Flat Bars. 

= 
Fig. 34.-Tongs tor Flat Bars. 

shown at Figs. 33 and 34 are employed. In Fig. 33 
the jaws are alike, and come into direct opposition. 
In Fig. 40 a flat jaw falls within the sides of the 
other. These are made in various widths and pro
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portions, the range of each pair being rather lim
ited. For holding and manipulating rings, hoop 
tongs (Fig. 35) and pick-up tongs (Fig. 36) are em
ployed. 

When work is being reduced to final dimensions, 
it is necessary to check sizes by tools other than the 
steel rule. For flat rods the gap gauge is commonly 
used. It is of the typical form shown in Fig. 37, 
each gap being of a definite width, and differing from 
its neighbor by % in. or 1-16 in. Their depth is 
unimportant, but bears some proportion to width. 

~:--~~~ 

Fig. 35.-Hoop Tongs. 

Fig. 37.-Gap Gauge. 

These gaps, which are really fixed calipers, can be 
used in an instant to embrace and test the dimen
sions of a red-hot forging. 

For circular work, calipers wi th long shanks are 
used. Fig. 38 shows a single caliper, whilst Figs. 
39 and 40 are two forms of double calipers. 

To cut a cold bar, it is nicked round with a cold 
set (Fig. 41). The bar is laid across the anvil with 
the chisel-edge upon it, and the chisel, being struck 
with a hammer, nicks the bar. The bar is ro1a:ted 
slightly and another blow struck, and so on rapidly 
until there is a sharp indentation all round the 
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bar. Then it is struck sharply across the edge of 
the anvil and snapped in two at the nicked section. 

A hot-set (Fig. 42) is used if a bar is divided 
while red-hot, and the smith holds it in place while 
the hammer-man strikes it. The set is driven in 

Fig. 38.-Slngle Caliper. Fig. 39.-Double Calipers. 

deeply, and several blows are given at one spot; 
and by the time the bar has been turned completely 
round the set has almost or entirely severed it. 
In use the set becomes hot, so that it would be liable 
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to lose its temper and become soft; therefore, after 
every four or five blows on the hot iron, the smith 
dips it into water to cool it. The hot sets are often 
provided with handles differing from those of the 
swages-that is, they are like hammers, but without 

F ig. 40.-DoubJe Calipers. 

wedges, which would shrink and become loose, be
cause they are subjected to more heat. When the 
handle becomes loose, striking its butt end upon the 
anvil jumps the set down to a firm hold, ready for 
immediate use. Sometimes they are provided with 
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iron handles, or with withy handles as shown in 
Fig. 41. 

Fig. 42.-Hot Set. 

A smith working single-handed when nicking bars 
uses the anvil cutter (Fig. 43). It is essentially a 
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chisel, having its edge uppermost and a shank fitting 
into the square hole in the anvil; a bar laid upon 
it and struck with the hammer is nicked on the 
under side, and rotating and striking it with the 
hammer will have the effect of nicking it all round. 

The knife tool, Fig. 44, and the curved tool, Fig. 
45, are used for cutting lengths off iron bars. 

Swages of many shapes are used for a variety of 
purposes which will be duly explained. Top and 

Fig. 43.-Anvll Cutter. 

bottom swages are illustrated respectively by Figs. 
46 and 47. 

A bottom swage like Fig. 48 is very useful, both 
for bolt making and for general work. Using this, 
a gradual reduction in diameter can be made without 
the trouble of changing the separate single bottom 
swages. A swage for finishing collars is illustrated 
by Fig. 49. 

In the spring swages, Figs. 50, 51 and 52, the top 
swages guide themselves, and the work can be held in 
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position arid hammered to shape by one operator. 
The difference between the three is that, whilst Figs. 

4~~~'\.. 

FIg. 44.-Chisel for Cutting FIg. 45.-Chisel tor Cutting 
Iron Bars. CIrcular Enos. 

50 and 51 each take one diameter of iron, Fig. 52 
will take three different sizes. The top and bottom 
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faces of two, it will be noted, are made flat for use 
with the hammer, while in Fig. 51 the lower swage 
has a pin to fit into the anvil, and the upper swage 
is formed to be struck with the sledge-hammer. 

Fig. 47.-Bottom Swage. 

The angular swage, Fig. 53, is used in shaping 
and welding hot metal. The angles support the sides 
of the metal whilst being hammered, and the work 
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is performed more quickly-an important matter in 
welding. With this tool, a top swage can be used 
if desired, or the sledge or steam hammer by itself. 

Fig. 49.-Swage tor Collars. 

tifB ~ 

Fig. 50. 

~~ 
Fig. 51. 

In Figs. 54 and 55, similar swages are shown as 
forming bolt-heads. 

The common swage block, Fig. 56, is an appliance 
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without which no smith's outfit is fairly complete. 
Its body is pierced with numerous holes-round, 
square and oblong-and its edges are provided with 
grooves of various sizes, in circular and V forms. 
The block is used lying on its side, as a bolster, 

Fig. 53.-Nut Swage on Anvil. 

Fig. 54.-Bolt Head Laid 
in Bottom Tool. 

Fig. 55.-Bolt Head Shaped 
In Bottom Tool. 

upon which holes are punched and drifted, and as 
a heading-tool, upon which shouldered work is fin
ished. When laid upon one of its edges, the grooves 
serve as bottom swages for circular, hexagonal and 
rectangular work. 
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The stand upon which the swage bloCK is mounted 
may consist of upper and lower cast·iron frames, 

Fig. 57.-Swage Block Stand. 

Fig. 59.-Bottom Fuller. 

Fig. 58.-Top Fuller. 

with the upper one provided with strips, enclosing 
the block. The two frames are held together by 
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four shouldered wrought·iron pillars, whose pins pass 
through holes cast in the frames, and are riveted 
over at top and bottom. Fig. 57 shows a stand. 

An essential tool is the fuller, of which four forms 
are here illustrated; Fig. 58 shows ap ordinary top 
fuller, Fig. 59 the bottom fuller, Fig. 60 the round
faced fuller, and Fig. 61 the hollow fuller. Another 
form of hollow tool is shown by Fig. 62 as finishing 
a ring on a V-block. These tools enter into much of 
the smith's work, as will be made apparent as the 
subject is pursued. 

The fiatter, Fig. 63, is held by the smith whilst 

Fig. 60.-Round-faced 
Fuller. 

Fig. 61.-Hollow Fullerlng 
Tool. 

the hammermen strike it with sledges. The cup 
tool, Fig. 64, is used in the same manner as the 
flatter. 

Punches are circular, square, oval, oblong, and 
wedge-shaped, and have handles of hazel or iron. 
A punch, Fig. 65, and a bolster, Figs. 66 and 67, are 
often used together, the punch, by means of hammer 
blows, being driven through the red- or white·hot 
metal placed over the bolster. 

Drifts are used to finish holes that have been 
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punched smaller than the finished dimensions, when 
facilities for machining are not available. They are 
taper, as in Fig. 68, or parallel tools, having circular, 
square, oblong, elliptical, or polygonal cross sections, 
corresponding to those of the finished holes. There is 
scarcely a limit to the forms in which they may be 
made and used. Drifts are smooth, and, being drivell 

Fig. 62.-Fini'"shing Ring on V-block with Hollow Tool. 

through the punched holes, enlarge, shape, and 
smooth them while the metal is red-hot. Two drifts 
are often employed: one considerably tapering, so as 
to enlarge the punched hole; a second, the filler, or 
filling-in piece, or mandrel, very slightly tapering, 
for imparting the precise finished dimensions. 

Smooth drifts are rarely parallel; if they were, 
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their withdrawal from a hole would be a matter 
of difficulty; tile sides should taper not less than 
from two to four degrees. 

The cutting drift partakes either of the nature 
of a sharp punch, or of a file. It does not open out 

Fig. 65.-Round Punch on Thin Bar. 

the hole by pressure, and does not remove a large 
quantity of material at once; it merely smooths and 
finishes a hole already nearly to shape and size. 
Fig. 69 shows a drift for shallow holes, and Fig. 70 
for deep ones; they are shaped with files from suita
ble blanks, and then tempered to a color ranging 
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from brown to purple. Toothed drifts for fine work 
have the teeth closer together; for coarse, rough. 
work, they are spaced farther apart. They are bev
eled to allow clearance for the chips, being the 
equivalent of backing·off in other cutting tools. For 
hard metal the angle between the cutting edge and 

Fig. 66. 
Bolsters. 

Fig. 69.-Drift tor Shallow Holes. 

Fig. 70.-Drlft for Deep Holes. 

the face is greater than for softer metals, thus fol· 
lowing the usual practice in all cutting tools. Oil 
should be supplied to the edges of the drift, and of 
the hole when driving it in, and the work should 
be bedded firmly on a block of metal; and care must 
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be taken that the drift is driven straight. If the 
hole is deep, the drift must be withdrawn once 
or twice for clearance of chips. If the hole to be 
drifted is much smaller than the finished size, it 
will be necessary to enlarge it by chipping with a 
chisel. 

Drifts with teeth are 'Used for making round holes 
into square, oval, hexagonal, etc. It is better in 
these cases to work one-half the hole at a time_ 
Thus, in drifting a round hole into a square one, 
~>ne-half the round hole would be filled with a half-

Fig. 71.-Drlft used In Smoothing Holes. 

round plug, and a flat drift used to operate against 
the other half of the hole, little by little, thin back
ings being interposed one after the other. When 
one-half of the square is shaped, it is filled up, and 
the other half treated similarly. An elliptical hole 
is shaped in a similar way. 

The drift is also serviceable for holes that do not 
pass quite through the material. As an example, for 
a rectangular hole to be smoothed in one direction, 
the drift shown in Fig. 71 could be used. The face, A, 
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would remove a thin shaving. To take a second cut 
a thin strip of metal would be placed behind the 
drift; to take a third cut, an additional thin strip; 
and so on. 

For drilling large holes, the ratchet-brace is a 
good tool. It can be fixed either upon a bench in a 
permanent position, or where wanted on work in 
hand. A press·drill thrust down with a lever Is also 
a common appliance in country shops. For a shop 
where much drilling is done, a double·geared hand 
or power drill is more efficient. 

Dies are used by the smith when the initial cost 
of making them is likely to be repaid by the in
creased convenience and time saved. They will be 
described later. 

Fig. 72.-Heading Tool. 

The heading tool, Fig. 72, is used for finishing the 
shouldered ends formed on round bars. The hole 
should be sufficiently large to take the bar whose 
end it is required to true. 

Small tools-as tongs, swages, fullers, flatters, 
punches, and such like-accumulate in large num
bers, and litter the place unless proper methods are 
employed to keep them in order. Commonly, racks 
are fixed against the wall by the side of the forge. 
These are stout iron bars, supported parallel between 
uprights, at a distance of from 6 in. to 8 in. from 
the wall; the shanks or handles of the tools are 
dropped between these bars, their enlarged portions 
resting upon the top edges. Tool racks are formed 
against the wall by driving two uprights into the 
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ground at each end, and riveting the horizontal bars 
of iron to these. The uprights and the bars are of 
fiat iron-say, 2 in. by lh in.-placed edgewise. 

For the lightest tools, handled with withies, or 
with round rods, it is sufficient to employ as racks 
short lengths of round rod riveted into fiat bars. 
The fiat bars are then secured to vertical uprights 
driven into the ground and leaning against the wall, 
and the rods stand out like spike nails. Upon these 
the light tools are hung by their handles. The fiat 
bars may measure 2 in. by lh in., and the rods be of 
lh-in. iron, 5 in. or 6 in. long. These lighter racks 
should be placed above the racks of parallel bars 
just previously described. 

Another method is to have an oblong open bench 
or stand of wood rigidly framed together. The top 
is crossed with bars or rods, leaving open spaces, 
in which the shanks or handles of the tools drop. 
Unless there is plenty of floor-room available, this is 
not so good as the rack, which occupies scarcely any 
floor-space. 

For the heavier appliances used with the steam 
and other hammers, stands of a different kind are 
also used. Thus, two cast-iron standards of A form, 
with three or four pairs of internal brackets, carry 
between them stout deal planks, which are bolted to 
the brackets. Upon these deals the heavy spring 
swages, die-blocks, etc., are laid side by side, the 
lighter on the top shelves, the heavier beneath, ready 
to hand. 
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CHAPTER III. 

DRAWING DOWN AND UPSETTING. 

Before attempting to execute either of the proc
esses of drawing down and upsetting dealt with in 
this chapter, it is necessary that the fire in which 
the iron is to be heated be properly made. The 
formation of the fire is of far greater importance 
than may be supposed. 

The "stock" is the term given to the mass of 
hard-caked coal on a smith's hearth, within which the 
heat is confined; and it also in some degree forms 
a reserve of fuel. But its primary purpose is 
to prevent radiation of the heat, and to cause its 
concentration upon the worl{ in the hearth. If it 
were not for the stock, much of the heat would 
go up the chimney, and the work also would be 
oxidized more rapidly than it is, by reason of its 
partial exposure to the air. The size and shape of 
the stock evidently depends _on those of the work. 
The stock consists of two portions-one lying against 
the tuyere and hearth-back, the other placed opposite 
to the first in the direction of the coal and water 
bunks, the work lying midway between the two. 
The only portion of the fire that is replenished to 
any considerable degree, in the course of a day's 
work, is that central portion. The stock, though 
highly heated, does not burn away sensibly. because 
it is protected from the direct action of the blast, 
and the upper portions are kept damp. Yet the 
inner faces, being in direct contact with fuel sup
plied from time to time to the central part of the 
fire, are at a glow with heat. 
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To make a fire, therefore, the stock is first built ~ 
at the back and front of the hearth, and beaten hard 
with the slice or with the sledge, the choking of the 
tuyere hole being prevented by passing an iron rod 
temporarily into it. The fire is then lit in the cen
tral portions with a handful of shavings and a little 
coal, assisted by a gentle blast. 

Forgings of unequal sectional area are formed 
either by drawing down, upsetting, or welding, or by 
a combination of the three processes. Generally, the 
choice between these three methods is not made be
cause one is essentially superior to the other regarded 
Simply as a: question of ultimate results, but because 
under given circumstances it either involves less 
work or economizes material, or is the only way 
possible with material that happens to be In stock, 
or because, there are odds and ends that it is desira
ble to use up; or, lastly, because it is the best 
method available with the tools and help at the 
disposal of the smith. The alternative, therefore, is 
commonly one of expediency. 

It is often, however, a question of relative dimen
sions. If the difference between the enlarged and 
the reduced part is very great, neither drawing down 
nor upsetting would be resorted to, unless for some 
exceptional reason, but welding would be employed. 
The same holds good in other forging; as, for exam
ple, in the case of eyes. An eye having a small hole 
and much metal around it, as that of the tie·rod of 
an iron roof truss, would have that end forged solid, 
and the hole punched through. But an eye having a 
large hole and relatively little metal around it, and 
so possessing more the character of a loop, would l:ie 
bent round and welded. An eye of medium thick. 
ness may obviously be made in either fashion. 

To draw down a piece or iron, proceed as fol
lows: Suppose the portion marked A, Fig. 73, has 
to be drawn down from a bar originally of the size of 
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B. The bar is laid across the edge of the anvil in a 
slightly inclined direction, and nicked at c, Fig. 74, 
with a top fuller. If both sides of the bar have to 
be drawn down, then a bottom fuller would be in· 
serted in the anvil in opposition to the top fuller, 
and the bar would be nicked as in Fig. 75. Chisels 

A B I 
Fig. 73.-Square Bar Drawn Down. 

Fig. 74.-Nicking with Top Fuller. 

or sets are not used in such nicking, for these would 
divide the fibers of the metal, while the round·faced 
fullers simply alter their direction without breaking 
their continuity. 

The preservation of the continuity of the fiber is 
of primary importance in forged work, so that what 
may appear to be roundabout methods which give 
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much extra trouble will often be resorted to in order 
to preserve that continuity. Fiber or "grain" should 
never be severed. Few of the tools used by the smith 
for shaping to outline have absolutely square edges; 
they are all more or less rounding. Thus the con· 
tinuity of the fiber is preserved, however it is bent 
and twisted. A bar of iron held in the vice and 
bent until it is doubled shows on the outside radius 
the torn ends, which look like bundles of vegetable 
fiber, and not unlike torn animal muscle. A speci
men torn asunder in a testing machine has its fibrous 
structure still more apparent, though not so clearly 
as in the bending process, in which the outer skin 
will present a most characteristic striation or shriv
eling in the longitudinal direction. 

Fibrous iron may readily be changed into a weak 

Fig. 75.-Bar Nicked with Top and Bottom Fullers. 

crystalline material by nicking with a sharp tool, 
or by excessive hammering. A bar of iron, nicked 
round, and broken off suddenly, shows fractured 
surfaces as highly crystalline as those of cast Iron. 
This clearly proves the neceSSity of making fuller!;, 
and other shaping or molding tools, with edges 
rounding. 

When the work has been nicked with the fuller, 
the metal along A (Figs. 73 and 75) is drawn down 
or thinned by a succession of blows from the hand 
hammer or sledge, with or without previous fuller
ing. When fullering tools are used, the top tuller 
would be employed Singly if only the one face re
quires reduction, or in pairs, one above the other, if 
bOUl faces have to be drawn down. The effect is 
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that a succession of depressions are formed upon the 
surface of the spr~ad-out work with ridges between, 
and these have to be obliterated with the hammer. 

Fullering and hammering not only lengthen the 
bar, but also spread it sideways. If the bar is to be 
equal-sided, the widening has to be prevented by 
rapidly hammering the sides alternately with the 
faces. After every few blows are given on the faces, 
the smith turns the bar quarter round during the 
brief interval between a couple of blows, and the 
iron receives several blows upon the edges as a cor
rective to those on the faces, and its equal-sidedness 
is thus preserved during the process of drawing 
down. By practice, this rapid changing of the faces 
on the anvil is accomplished without damaging the 
rectangular form. 

In drawing down, whether with fullering tools, 
or with the hammer alone, as is frequently done 
where the reduction in area does not amount to 
much, the process of thinning always commences at 
the end of the iron farthest from the smith, and 
proceeds towards himself. One inch and a half or 
two inches is drawn down at a time, and the work 
is thus rendered easier than if a larger surface 
were taken at once. 

Wben the iron is first roughed down, its surface 
will not be smooth, though a good smith can impart 
a very fair finish to a fiat surface by the hammer 
alone. The hammers should strike so as to bruise 
the work as little as possible. There is a knack 
in using the hammer so that its edges will not mark 
the work, the blow being given by the central round
ing portion of the face only. Striking fair with the 
middle of the hammer face, each mark serves to 
partly obliterate others, and leaves a very smooth 
surface, only slightly wavy. This is all that a smith 
working single-handed can effect by way of finish_ 
With the assistance of a hammerman the surface 
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can be smoothed more effectually by means of a flat
ter, which is held with the right hand of the smith, 
-and slid in turn all over the surface of the work 
while the hammerman strikes it with the sledge. 
Thus finished, the work is left very smooth. 

In drawing down a round bar the process is the 
same in principle, but slightly different in detail. 
The rod will be nicked round with a fuller and 
drawn down under the hammer, beginning as before 
at the end farthest from the hand. A fullering tool 
is not used for extending the metal, which is done 
with the hammer only, and the rod is rotated be
tween each hammer blow. Toward the close of the 
operation, smoothness is imparted by means of 
swages, the work lying in a bottom swage of nearly 
semicircular form, see Fig. 76, which shows an anvil 
swage fitted into the hole in the anvil, while blows 
are struck upon the rod's upper surface with a hand 
hammer, if the smith be single-handed, or, if the 
smith has a striker, with the sledge upon a top 
swage the counterpart in form of the bottom. In 
Fig. 76 A indicates the top and B the bottom swages, 
with the bar of iron, c, between them; D is the 
anvil. 

By means of suitable spring swages, previously 
described, a smith, working single-handed, can some
times make use of the top as well as of the bottom 
tool. 

With a steam hammer this work of drawing down 
and finishing is very much simplified. It is then not 
even necessary to use top or bottom fullers , for, hav
ing marked the position of the shoulders on the bar, 
the smith lays the bar on the anvil of the steam 
hammer, and draws down the work directly between 
it and the tup or hammer, turning the bar quickly 
during each period of ascent of the tup. If the bar 
is of large size and of considerable length, the draw
ing down will still have to be done in short lengths, 
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two or three inches from the' end being drawn down 
first, and the bar being then thrust farther along, 
and the succeeding portions drawn down. The bar 
is always held perfectly fiat, and the hammer finishes 
at once. 

For rod work, top and bottom swages of the 

o 

Fig. 76.-Round Bar between Top and Bottom Swages. 

spring type are placed under the tup at the finish
ing stage. The rod is first drawn down roughly be
tween the anvil and the tup, being rotated rapidly 
between each blow, a rudely circular form being 
imparted or preserved simultaneously with the proc
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ess of drawing down. Before the reduction is quite 
complete, the spring swages are placed on the anvIl, 
held by an attendant, the work inserted between 
them, and rounded and finished by a few final blows 
of the tup on the top swage-the work still being 
revolved during each period of ascent of the tup. 

While these processes are being carried out, and 
with the iron at a red heat, a scale of oxide forms 
rapidly. The larger the forging, the greater the 
quantity of the oxide formed. This should be brushed 
away with a switch of brushwood as fast as it forms, 
otherwise it will be driven by the hammer blows into 
the surface of the work, and form a rough scale, 
which is afterwards both unsightly and a hindrance 
to easy tooling in the vice or lathe. Where the 
forgings are large, a man stands by the steam ham
mer and brushes away the scale after every half
dozen or so blows. At the anvil the striker or the 
smith knocks the scale off immediately the iron is 
removed from the fire, and afterwards as often as 
it may be required. 

To judge the length of iron to be allowed for 
drawing down is not difficult to a practiced smith. 
Few trouble to calculate in figures the length re
quired. Yet, when working the best and most ex
pensive qualities of iron and steel, it is as well to 
bear in mind a rule of simple proportion. The orig
inal section of a bar bears the same proportion to 
a given reduced section that the length of the latter 
bears to that of the former. Thus if a bar originally 
3 in. square has to be reduced to an inch square, one 
inch in length of the 3-in. bar will be taken for re
duction to a 3-in. length of one inch square. If the 
reduced portion is tapered, or of unequal and vary
ing dimenSions, then the mean of the various sec
tional areas must be taken. Additional allowance 
must be made for ragged and perhaps burnt ends, 
and a trifle for inaccuracy in cutting off. 
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The time different smiths will be occupied over a 
given piece of work differs greatly. A smart smith 
will always do as much work as possible upon a 
forging in a single heat. While his iron is in the 
fire, he will mentally go through the sequence of 
operations, and see that whatever is required is at 
hand, and when the iron is on the anvil he will strike 
quickly while the iron is hot. In some examples to 
be given, the number of heats in which work ought to 
be forged will be stated approximately. 

Upsetting, or jumping up, is one of the alterna· 
tives of drawing down. By this method the metal is 
knocked or jumped up into a mass larger in area 
than the bar itself. Upsetting is a slower and more 
laborious process than drawing down. A smart 
smith will draw down several inches of bar at one 
heat; but to upset a very moderate mass of metal 
will require several heats. Hence it is not possible 
to ·treat in this way any very large-shouldered por
tion; in this case the plan is to weld on a ring or 
collar, or a solid mass of metal, according to circum
stances. - Except the iron be cut off sufficiently short 
to go endwise under the hammer, the use of this tool 
is not possible in upsetting. However, the monkey, 
or swinging pendulum hammer, fulfils the purpose of 
the hand hammer. 

The method of upsetting to form a collar, A (Fig. 
77), upon the end of a rod whose original section is 
that of n, and without welding the ·collar on as a 
ring, is as follows: The end which is to form A is 
enclosed in the fire, but no more of that end is 
heated than the precise amount required to be upset; 
that portion of the rod which joins it is kept quite 
cool and black by heaping damp coal around it. The 
end is then brought nearly or quite to a welding heat, 
and taken from the fire. Sometimes on removal from 
the fire, and just before upsetting, the extreme face 
of the heated end is dipped into the water trough 
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to chill it, and so the better to prepare it to resist 
the blows of the hammer; but this is not always 
done. 

The actual upsetting is performed in one of sev-

A 

Fig. 77.-Bar with Collar on End. 

eral ways. The bar may be held in both hands 
(Fig. 78) in a vertical position, and the white·hot 
end jumped down repeatedly upon the anvil face, or 

Fig. 78.-Jumplng Fig. 79.-Upsettlng Bar 
Bar Vertically. Horizontally. 

upon the plate of cast iron which is often let into 
the ground alongside of the anvil stand for this pur
pose. Another way is to lay the bar in a horizontal 
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position upon the anvil face (Fig. 79), holding it in 
one hand if light, and, with a hand hammer, ham
mering the end to be upset. Or, if it is heavy, it 
may be held in both hands, or, perhaps, slung in a 
chain from the forge crane, and upset with a sledge 
hammer. When very heavy, it is laid upon thp. 
anvil face or upon a leveling block, and the swing
ing monkey is driven against it. 

Three or four heats are often required' to jump 
up a moderate mass of metal. The result is, that 
fairly exact dimensions are not at once obtainable by 
this method, as in the case of drawing down. The 
jumped·up mass of metal, in spite of much care in 
localizing the heat precisely where it is required, 
is very unequal, and quite without sharp shoulders. 
Hence, considerably more metal has to be massed 
together than is actually required in the completed 
work: in order to allow of symmetrical finish to size. 
Upsetting tends to separate the fibers of the metal. 
It is, therefore, necessary to counteract this by ham
mering the jumped-up portion at a welding heat. 
When the metal for the collar is massed in sufficient 
quantity, it is finished parallel in swages, and the 
square shoulder finished with a set hammer or flat
ter, or in swages, and the end with hammer and 
flatter. 

A collar can be also formed upon any portion of 
a bar situated away from the ends by localizing the 
heat in the posi tion required, and then jumping up 
the metal at that particular place, until sufficient 
mass is obtained for finishing to size and shape. 
Any other sections can be heated, and the spreading 
out can be performed by upsetting in one direction 
more than in others. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

WELDING AND PUNCHING. 

Weldability is one of the most valuable proper
ties possessed by wrought iron and mild steel. 
Welding is often the alternative of drawing down or 
of upsetting; correct heat and cleanliness are the 
chief requisites. Welding heat corresponds with that 
temperature at which the metal is in a state of par
tial fusion on the surface. At that temperature it is 
extremely plastic, and a little hammering will cause 
two surfaces to adhere and possess as much strength 
as the other parts of the metal. The welding heats for 
iron and steel differ, and even also the heat for differ
ent qualities of iron and different qualities of steel. 
Any iron will require a much greater heat than steel, 
and the better the quality of iron, the higher the 
welding heat that it will stand without becoming 
burned. At a welding heat iron gives off dazzling 
sparks; steel shows only an intense yellow, and 
gives off few sparks. The ascertaining of the cor
rect heat is a matter for experience entirely, and no 
description or illustration can take the place of prac
tical lessons. 

To illustrate the process of welding more clearly, 
two plain examples, one a collared rod, and the other 
a plain straight rod, are given. 

Taking the shouldered end (Fig. 80), first cut off 
the rod, A, and then prepare to fit over it the ring, B, 

for which take a square bar; say % in. l.arger than 
the finished section required, and, with a hot set, 
cut off one end diagonally or else fuller It down. 
Then bend the bar roughly into circular form over 
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the anvil horn (Fig. 81), and cut off to the required 
length, with a sloping face to lap upon and match 
the first diagonal. The metal must have sufficient lap 
to allow for welding, and for dressing off and finish· 

Fig. 80.-Bar with Shouldered End. 

Fig. 81.-Forming Ring on Anvil Beak. 

Fig. 82.-Ring slipped over Mandril. 

ing. If the ring is fairly true, it will be ready to go 
into the fire for welding; but if not, slip it over a 
mandrel, Fig. 82, and gi'i e the scarfed joint a neat 
appearance, either with the hammer alone or with 
one of the hollow tools previously described. Then 
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slip off the ring and flatten the faces (Fig. 83). This 
is precisely the plan that would be adopted in weld
ing a separate ring. 

To weld it to the rod, the ring is slipped over 
the end of the rod, care being taken to remove any 
scale adherent to either, and they are then put into 
the clear fire. Sand may be sprinkled over the work, 
but with a clear fire it is not necessary, and is fre
quently not done. When the welding heat is attained, 
which for wrought iron is of a dazzling whiteness, 
when the iron seems ready to melt, and particles ap· 
pear ready to drop off, and a rapid evolution of 
sparks takes place, the work is removed from the . 
fire, placed on a V-block (B, Fig. 62), and the scarf 
joint and the ring are hammered all round with a 

Fig. 83.-Smoothlng Faces of Ring with Flatter. 

hand hammer, the rod with its ring being continually 
turned into fresh positions on the V-block. rr a 
hammerman's services are available, the hollow tool 
is used, and a few blows upon it consolidate and 
smooth the surfaces_ Then the faces and shoulders 
are finished by means of a heading tool, having a 
hole of a size suitable to take the rod, a few blows 
with hammer and flatter finishing off both the 
under shouldered face and the upper flat face. Then 
it may be necessary to work over the circular part 
again with the hollow tool. This is to finish the 
surface, for the welding heat is soon past, and if 
the union of the joint faces is not fully effected in 
the first few seconds, it will be more or less imper
fect. 
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To weld a rod, a scarfed jOint is employed, and 
plenty of metal is wanted to allow for hammering 
the joint together and for finishing it afterwards 
without reducing below correct sizes; therefore, the 
ends of the bar have not only to be scarfed, but to 
be slightly upset. The meeting ends, which have 
been cut off square, are laid horizontally upon the 
anvil, and are upset or beaten over, while nearly at 
a welding heat. Then they are laid over the edge 
of the anvil, and scarfed or beaten down diagonally 
with a fullering tool, the face of the scarf being made 
rounding rather than hollow. Both ends having 
been served precisely alike, they are put back into 
the fire, and raised to the welding heat. Lift the 

Fig. 84.-Ends Scarfed and Upset ready for Welding. 

work vertically out from the fire; do not drag it 
through the coal. Any particles of dirt that are 
present will show as dark specks on the white·hot 
iron, and should be brushed off with a ·switch of 
brushwood. 

The smith and his helper lay the scarfed ends to· 
gether, as shown in Fig. 84, and then two or three 
blows with the hand hammer cause the ends to 
unite, and the rod can then be rapidly turned about 
on the anvil while the joint is consolidated all round 
with hand hammers or sledges. The top and bot
tom swages can be used for imparting the finish re
quired. It will be apparent that without the first 
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enlargement or upsetting of the rods, the process of 
welding and swaging would have thinned the rod at 
the welded section below that of the other portions. 
How much to upset and how much to scarf are mat· 
ters for experience. 

These notes on welding are somewhat of an ele· 
mentary character, but further information on the 
subject will be embodied in the descriptions of work
ing miscellaneous examples. 

Punching, drifting, and drilling are the three 
methods by which the smith commonly makes holes 
in metal. The first two are performed on red-hot 
iron and steel; the last, and sometimes the second 
also, on cold metal. Drifts, and the method of using 
them, are dealt with in the chapter on hand tools 
(see pp. 20 to 40), and at present punching alone 
will be treated upon. 

Punches may be used to make a clean, finished 
hole, to which nothing is done subsequently, and 
which is quite good enough for its purpose. In other 
cases, punching, like the coring of castings, takes 
out the bulk of the metal, leaving a certain small 
allowance for finishing with drill, reamer or boring 
tool. 

Generally the details of the process of punching 
are as follows: The iron to be punched, being 
brought to a suitable heat, full red or white, is laid 
across the anvil, and the punch is driven by means 
of blows from a sledge or hand hammer, about half
way through. The punch is then withdrawn, and 
the iron is turned over and laid upon its opposite 
face. A dark spot indicates where the chilling effect 
of the punch has taken place, and enables the smith 
to set the punch again in position for piercing the 
metal so that the holes meet. During the formation 
of the second portion, the work is either laid upon 
a bolster or over the hole in the anvil, and the punch 
then passes freely through. 
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If the hole is deep, the hot iron closes and tightens 
around the punch, and the latter is therefore with
drawn at every three or four blows. Further, the 
heat of the iron makes the punch very hot, so that 
after every three or six blows it is necessary to cool 
the punch in water. 

Methods of producing punched holes vary accord
ing to circumstances. If it is desired to preserve the 
same amount of metal all around, the hole is partly 
punched and partly drilled or opened out. Obviously, 
when a hole is punched entirely with a fiat-ended 
tool like Fig. 65, p. 36, the metal removed is equal 
in area to the area of the pOint of the punch itself, 
and the width of the bar is only very slightly per
ceptibly increased (see Fig. 85). 

Fig. 85.-Material removed by Fig. 86.-Commencin~ Hole 
Flat-ended Punch. with Hot Set. 

Another way of making a hole without weakening 
the bar to any great extent is by means of a conical 
punch, which may be inserted, and the hole formed 
and opened, without the removal of any appreciable 
quantity of material. Or if a hot set is driven from 
one side half-way through the bar, and half-way 
from the other (Fig. 86), a punch or drift can be 
driven in afterwards, and the slit opened out into 
circular or oblong form, as may be required. 

Long slot-holes are cut in two ways. In one, 
holes are punched at each end of the intended slot 
equal to its width, and the metal between is cut 
out with the hot set, cutting from opposite sides in 
succession, and meeting in the middle (Fig. 87). In 
the other, holes are punched at each end, and a chisel 
cut made centrally from hole to hole, and a drift 
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inserted and the metal opened out (Figs. 88 and 89). 
In this way the flanking metal is thrust out side
ways, and the bulk of its section retained. Such a 
slot-hole is finished by inserting a drift or mandrel of 
the correct section, and hammering the outside edges 
of the bar upon it. 

When punching holes, it is necessary to take 
account of the direction of the fiber. Unless atten
tion is given to this, the iron will become divided 
instead of spread out. Punching puts considerable 
tension on the fibers around the hole, with reduction 
of area, and it is an operation, therefore, that re
quires to be done with judgment. 

Fig. 87.-Slotted Hole; Area Reduced. 

Figs. 88 and 89.-Slotted Holes; Area Retained. 

To punch slotted cottar ways in which the sec· 
tion of the iron is not enlarged, take a tapered oblong 
punch or drift of steel, like that shown at A, Fig. 90, 
with rounding ends. Raise the iron to a welding 
heat, and properly support it according to its shape, 
upon a bolster or a bottom tool, and drive the punch 
half-way into it. Turn the iron over, cool the punch 
in water, and drive it in exactly opposite to the 
first position, until the openings meet at the center 
of the bar. The slightly tapered punch makes a 
hole doubly tapered, which is also rough. A parallel 
drift or filling-piece is then driven into the hole, 
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which accommodates itself to the form of the filling
piece. The outside of the iron is smoothed and fin
ished, and when the shape is completed the filling
piece is driven out. This method of finishing a job 
while a central punch, drift, filling-in piece, or man
drel remains in the work, is adopted in many classes 
of work. 

Punching a hole through a stout pin is illustrated 

Fig. 90.-Punching a Hole through a Stout Pin. 

by Fig. 90, the pin selected being 314 in. diameter; 
the hole measures 1¥.! in. by ¥.! in., and is made at 
one heat. The punch, as shown, has its body below 
the handle, about 6 in. long, and is tapered. The 
pin being brought to a white heat, the punch is 
driven almost through. Then the pin is turned over 
and the punch driven into the darker spot which has 
appeared, and the hole is thus completed. During 
the punching the tool has to be several times cooled 
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in water. At the first stage of making the hole, the 
pin lies upon an ordinary bottom swage. At the 
second stage it lies upon a bolster, n, in form like a 
hollow swage, but pierced with a central hole, 
through which the drift can find a clear way. 

As the hole is thus roughly punched, the metal 
around it will be partly compressed, partly bulged; 
very little is actually driven out and removed by 
the punch. The bulging of the pin is corrected by 
hammering between top and bottom swages, and 
then the hole is finished by drifting, all being done 
during the one heat. During the punching, when
ever the punch is withdrawn to be cooled, a little 
small coal is strewn in the punched hole, to burn 
up the gas which would otherwise resist the passage 
of the punch. 
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CHAPTER V. 

CONDITIONS OF WORK; PRINCIPLES OF FORMATION. 

The smith works under three conditions, each of 
which ought to receive separate treatment. These 
are: first, when he works alone, without the assist
ance of a striker, or of steam power, or of dies; 
second, when he has the assistance of a striker or 
hammerman, but is still without steam power; third, 
when he has the help of a hammerman, and has 
also the use of a steam hammer, and dies of various 
kinds. Amateurs and many country and jobbing 
smiths come under the first category. Men in small 
workshops come under the second; whilst the third 
class embraces the men in large engineering and 
general iron works. 

It is obvious that the particular circumstances 
under which work has to be performed must often 
modify the methods adopted. For example, a smith 
who has the use of a steam hammer will either 
swage or draw down, when such is practicable, in 
preference to upsetting and welding. Again, a smith 
who has command of dies and steam hammer will 
not spend so much time in finishing and smoothing 
the surfaces, angles, and corners of his work upon 
the anvil, because he can put his roughed work 
between a pair of dies, and finish it with a few 
blows of the steam hammer. The smith who has 
no help from a striker will be restricted to the very 
lightest work. Iron of nearly the finished sizes and 
sections wanted will have to be used. Extensive 
drawing down and welding cannot be done; little 
is possible beyond work that can be done with the 
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hand hammer. Swages, flatters, fullers, and chisels
except the anvil cutters-are of scarcely any use 
when there is available only one pair of hands for 
holding the work and the tools. 

The class of work that comes within the range of 
the unassisted smith differs from that of the worker 
who is favored in the matter of assistance and tools. 
But he has still all the wealth of ornamental work, 
like that done by medireval smiths, all tool work
almost anything, in fact, where the sections of iron 
and steel do not exceed , say, 1 in. to 114 in. in diam· 
eter. Obviously, the choice of forges, tools, as well 
as methods of work, will be different under these 
several conditions. 

In the judicious choice of that which is the best 
out of several possible methods, lies much of the 
skill of the experienced smith. It by no means fol· 
lows that a method by which a piece of work can 
be forged to shape is necessarily the quickest, cheap· 
est, or best; or that which may be the best method 
under certain conditions is the best in all or any 
circumstances. One often has to adopt a method 
which may not be best from another's point of view, 
because he either does not possess the iron of proper 
sections, or the special tools, or other necessary as· 
sistance. This fact is made more forcible when the 
numerous sections of iron required by the all·round 
smith are considered. Even in large shops, where 
steam hammers are available, it is often impopsible 
to manipulate the heavier sections of iron. These 
require very powerful hammers, in order that the 
force of their blows shall penetrate to the interior of 
the mass. Hence many engineers find it necessary to 
order for massive work specially heavy forgings, or 
"uses," as they are called at the rolllng·mllls. 

The ma'terial of a Single-handed smith, and that 
of an amateur, is limited to small sections. With a 
small forge no great heat is possible, and a smith 
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'working single-handed cannot manipulate any heavy 
sections. Bars of iron are made in lengths of several 
feet, and the purchasing of a fair stock of entire 
bars of sev:eral sizes would prove a heavy expense. 
It is best to select a few bars of the most useful 
dimensions, according to the class of work which 
it is intended chiefly to do, and when any other sec
tions happen to be wanted, to purchase them in 
short lengths from a local smith or at an iron store. 

The principal shapes of iron used by the smith 
. are "round," "square," and "flat" bars. These are 

made in almost all ordinary dimensions, and in dif
ferent qualities. The published lists of sections 
rolled at some of the best-known iron and steel 
works in this country are here made use of. 

The bars are rolled in the followinJ Wire Gauge 
sizes: 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1; and also ranging from 3-16 
in. up to 2% in., increasing by sixteenths; from 
2% in. to 5 in., increasing by eighths; from 5 in. to 
5lh in. by quarters; from 5lh in. to 6 in. by eighths; 
and from 6 in. to 6lh in. by quarters; and each of 
these can be rolled to "full," and "bare," as well as 
to exact sizes. Thus there are obtainable sixty-eight 
different diameters of round bar, from 3-16 in. to 
6lh in. 

The squares increase from 3-16 in. to 1% in. by 
sixteenths; from 1% in. to 4 in. by eighths; from 
4 in. to 5lh in. by quarters; and from 5lh in. to 6% 
in. by half-inches; giving fifty-one sizes in square 
sections from 3-16 in. to 6lh in. 

The fiats range from % in. to 12 in. wide, in al
most all thicknesses from 14 in. upwards, advancing 
by sixteenths and eighths. Flats in sixty-five differ
ent widths are obtainable. 

This iron is made in four qualities-the "ordi
nary," or common, "best," "best, best," and "best, 
best, best." 

Good metal being rather costly, a careful smith 
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will preserve odds and ends of iron and steel for 
small work, and for welding to other portions, so 
saving the cutting off of small pieces from long 
bars. 

H is not economical to buy inferior iron. The 
quantities used in light work are so small that the 
saving is scarcely worth taking account of, while 
inferior iron is a constant source of anxiety to the 
smith. 

The differences in the qualities of iron are broadly 
these: A good iron is silvery and clean-looking; a 
bad iron is dull and dirty by comparison. A good 
iron is free or nearly free from flaws, which in a 
bad iron always show up when it is brought to a 
red heat. They are due to the intermixed cinder and 
scale left by insufficient puddling. The way to get 
rid of some of these is to subject the iron to a weld
ing heat, and hammer it thoroughly all over to con
solidate it in some degree. 

Carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and silicon exer
cise so vital an influence upon the numerous alloys of 
iron and copper as in many cases to totally and abso
lutely change its appearance and physical qualities. 
But in wrought iron, where the foreign ingredients 
seldom amount to more than 1 per cent, being often 
only lh per cent, those very minute admixtures ar~ 
found to affect the metal to an extent that makes it
self very evident at the anvil. The most readily 
forged, whether hot or cold, is that which is the 
purest. Iron that will forge well while hot, but not 
when cold, is said to be "cold short," and this is due 
to very minute quantities of phosphorus, antimony, 
and silicon. When iron is apt to develop crack:, 
while being forged hot, it is said to be "hot short," 
and this may be due to a minute quantity of sulphur, 
whose amount may not perhaps exceed .03 per cent, 
or it . may be due to antimony. Only delicate chem
ical analysis could demonstrate the presence of these 
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foreign elements, but the smith sees their results 
when the iron is under the hammer and punch. 

The most striking characteristic of wrought iron 
that has been rolled is its fibrous condition, and this 
occurs also, in a lesser degree, in mild steel. This is 
the quality by which it can M shaped according 
to the will of the smith. It is a remarkable property 
of these fibrous- materials that the very qualification 
that is of so much value can be changed or modified 
in the working. A bar of iron placed across the 
anvil cutter and nicked around with a chisel, may 
be broken off short with little effort, and a practiced 
eye is necessary to detect whether the iron is cast or 
wrought by the appearance of the fracture, which is 
wholly crystalline. The same bar bent without nick
ing, or gradually torn asunder until it breaks, shows 
the fracture wholly fibrous, the long, string-like 
fibers becoming drawn out as though the bar had 
been built up of innumerable fine strings of metal. 
Again, if a crank-shaft or a lever-arm breaks at a. 
sharp re-entrant angle, the fracture will be crystal
line. But if it breaks at an angle whose faces are 
gradually merged into one another with a curve or 
hollow, the fracture will be fibrous. 

It follows from the fibrous cliaracter of wrought 
iron developed during rolling, that it must be COll

siderably stronger in the direction in which it is 
rolled (A, A, Fig.91) than in the transverse direction, 
B, B. The difference is in about the ratio of 21 to 
17-that is, if it would require 21 tons per inch to 
break the bar through the line n, n, in a direction 
at right angles with A, A-that is, across the fibers
17 tons would suffice to break it along A, A-that is, 
along or with the fibers. This holds good to a very 
slight extent only in mild steel, where the rolling is 
only incidental to the shaping. The direction and 
relative strength of fiber have a most marked influ
ence upon design in wrought iron. It shows why the 
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direction in which work is subjected to the greater 
stress should always coincide with the longitudinal 
direction of the fibers; why curved work should not 
be cut from the solid, thereby severing the continuity 
of the grain, if it is possible to bend it round and so 
preserve the fibers continuous. It shows why in 
many cases it is better to split or divide a bar, and 
bend or fork it, so preserving continuity of grain, 
rather than to slot out or to weld on. It explains 
many practical points in the working of wrought iron 
as distinguished from the working of the homogene
ous mild steels. It shows the advantage of keeping 

Fig. 91.-Dlrectlon of Fibre in Iron Bar. 

the edges rounding and not sharp on fullering and 
similar tools, by whose use the grain is not violently 
severed, but rather bent to shape. 

The action of the fuller is typical forging, for it 
reduces the surface of the work without leaving 
angular marks upon its surface. It does not cut at 
all, but leaves a wavy surface, with fiber perfectly 
continuous. When making a set off in a bar, whether 
with the object of reducing iti> ~!mensions or of bend
ing it, the round-faced fuller is the tool that is used 
-never the keen chisel. The edge of the set ham
mer is also usually a little rounding, and does not 
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form a sharp angle. The same applies also to mos.t 
of the swages and other tools employed in working 
out forged forms. 

The following figures illustrate in detail these re
marks: The cranlr, Fig. 92, is forged as a solid 
block, and slotted out at c, whilst the one shown in 
Fig. 93 is bent round or dipped. When the crank 
(Fig. 92) is slotted out, the crank webs, fl, a , are 
weak, because the grain or fiber runs in the direc
tion of the engraved lines, and the condition is quite 

Fig. 93.-Bent Crank. 

analogous to the short grain in wood. In Fig. 93 
the fiber follows the contour of the dip of the crank, 
and therefore the crank is of equal sectional strength 
throughout. The weakness of the form, Fig. 92, is 
shown very forcibly in locomotive practice. Th(~ 
cranks of inside cylinder engines are made in this 
manner, and unavoidably so, because there is not 
room enough to use a bent crank like Fig. 93; these 
cranks invariably fracture at one of the webs (a) 
when the engine has had a total run of about 200,000 
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miles. Frequently the webs break before that limit 
is reached, and for this reason the practice of bond
ing is now often resorted to. The crane lifting·hook, 
Fig. 94, is invariably bent round like the dip crank, 
and its sectional strength is preserved. If it were 
slotted the hook would break with much less strain. 

Instead of drilling a hole for the eye, b, of this 
crane-hook, it should be bent round and welded, or 
else punched. In drilling, the metal is severed; in 

FIg. 94.-Crane Lifting-hook. 

punching, it is thrust aside and not divided. The 
punching preserves the continuity of the fibers, and, 
by bulging out the metal upon each side, preserves 
an equal section, and little or no jumping up is re
quired. The punched rod (Fig. 95) is an illustration 
of the same kind occurring in the middle of a bar, 
and is common in roof trusses. 

The eyes of hammers, and the cottar ways in 
bolts and rods, should always be punched. There is 
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then no separation, but only a parting or spreading 
of the fibers. 

In forging the eye of a winch handle (Fig. 96), 
instead of making a solid end and drilling and filing 
a square hole, the bar is bent round a mandrel and 
then welded. 

Figs. 97, 98 and 99 show how the continuity of 
fiber is preserved in large forked ends. Small ends 

Fig. 95.-Punched Tie Rod. 

a 
Fig. 97.-Bar divided with Hot Set. 

are usually shaped out of the solid but broad ends, 
like that illustrated, and also those of moderate 
width are formed by dividing the bar and. then 
opening it out. Fig. 97 shows the bar from which 
the forked end has to be made. A hole is punched 
through at a; this does not sever the fiber, but 
merely thrusts it sideways. Then the bar is divided 
with a hot set from the hole a outward to the end. 
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The set is driven first from one face half-way through 
the bar, and then from the other face to meet in 
the middle. The punched hole prevents all risk of 

Fig. 99.-Finlshed Fork End. 
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Fig. lOO.-Key with Fiber Incorrect. 

the set splitting the fibers inwards beyond the hole. 
Then the bar is opened out, first with a wedge, 
afterwards with the hammer, as in Fig. 98, and 
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finally finished as at Fig. 99. If the fork were cut 
from the solid, the fiber would be short; but being 
opened out and bent round, it runs continuously. 

The direction in which the layers of iron occur 
has frequently to be considered when making forg
ings. In a cottar key, for example, the layers of 
iron should be arranged, not in the direction of rota-

Fig. lOl.-Key with Fiber Correct. 

Fig. l03.-Cracl(s In Bad Iron. 

:Hon of the shaft as in Fig. 100, as the pressure would 
tend to shear the key off in the plane of the layers, 
but at right angles, as in Fig. 101, that is, the layers 
should radiate the center of the shaft, so that the 
pressure will tend to close them. Nuts should be 
punched at right angles to the direction of the fiber. 
otherwise the layers of iron are liable to become 
separated. The forked eccentric rod end (Fig. 102), 
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forged solid and slotted out, should have the layers 
run not as engraved, but in the plane of the paper 
instead, otherwise the fiber is apt to open at b, and 
the forked end may fracture along a, b. 

Liability to crack is much greater in inferior iron 
than in that of first-class quality. It is not un
usual when cut off with the hot set to find the bad 
qualities of iron showing cracks at the end (Fig. 
103). These cracks are due to imperfect union, and 
to the presence of Cinder, which has become inter
mixed with the iron and not expelled during the 
process of shingling_ Sometimes hammering at a 
welding heat will improve such iron, but if the com
position of the iron is bad, there is little advantage 
to be gained by this. 

Anything that has to be screwed or subjected to 
great stress or wear, should be forged as sound and 
close-grained as possible by consolidation under the 
hammer, or between top and bottom tools at a weld
ing heat. Otherwise the fibers may become partly 
separated and the metal frayed, so that the open 
texture of the iron will collect grit and wear rapidly. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

BENDING AND RING MAKING. 

This chapter will deal with some of the various 
methods employed in bending iron and in forming 
rings in that metal. Curves and rings of light section 
are easily bent over the beak of the anvil, or around a 
mandrel of suitable diameter. When the sections are 
heavy, bending blocks are necessary. It is easier to 
bend bar·iron fiatwise than ed~ewise; the reason is 
apparent if it is remembered that when a wide bar is 
bent two things happen. Along the center of the bar 
(A, A, Fig. 104) there will be a neutral axis of metal 

Fig. l04.-Diagram to Illustrate Tension and Compression. 

that bends without compression or extension of fiber. 
But outside this neutral axis, the metal, B, B, is ex
tended, and inside of this axis the metal, c, c, is com
pressed. The metal in tension and the metal in com
pression will seek relief from the intense stresses to 
which it is subjected. It will become wrinkled and 
puckered upwards and downwards. This tendency 
has to be corrected by hammering, or by the use of 
mechanical devices. 

Many devices are resorted to in bending work of 
various sections and outlines. The making of a spe
cial cast iron templet, or bending block, is a question 
of relative cost. Where only a few plain pieces have 
to be bent, it will not pay to make the simplest block. 
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Where there are many pieces, all alike, it pays to cast 
most elaborate blocks, and to fit them up with clips 
and cottars, or whatever may be necessary besides. 
It is usually easy for the smith to design blocks for 
forgings which he may require. 

Fig. 105 shows a common type of block used for 

c 

Fig. l05.-Bendlng Block. 

bending fiat bars. Made in suitable sections, it is also 
often employed for bending T-iron. As shown, the 
working edge, A, is a circular arc; but it could be 
shaped to other curves equally well. The block has 
cast in it a stout cottared pin, projecting from its 
bottom face. This pin passes through a suitable hole 
in the levelling block, 0, and is cottared beneath. 
For holding down cast-iron templet blocks, this is 
the most convenient method-better than having 
movable clips. One end, E, of the bar to be bent, is 
confined in its groove by clips, D, D. They are fas
tened with bolts through some of the holes, many of 
which are usually cast in all bending blocks, the 
cottar, F, passing through slot holes in D, D, holds the 
bar, E, down in its groove. As the free end of the bar, 
E, is bent farther round, more clips are brought to 
bear upon it, otherwise the bar could rise up from 
its seating. 
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Fig. 106 shows a common levelling and bending 
block fitted with a screw for general work. Upon it 
bars and plates of metal can be straightened and 
levelled by hammering. Forgings in process of for. 
mation can be tested from its face by the try-square, 
the back of it being laid upon the block and the blade 
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Fig. l06.-Levciiing Block with Screw. 

against the vertical face of the work to be squared. 
The bevel gauge can be similarly used. Work can 
also be taken out of winding upon its surface; and 
it is used largely for bending iron bars to various 
curves. The block, A, is pierced with numerous cir
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cular and slotted holes, which receive pins forming 
the necessary supports for leverage when bending. 
There should be plenty of holes, but the plate should 
not be unduly weakened. At B there is a screwed 

p 

Fig. l07.-Front View ot Levelling Block with Bending 

Templet. 


block, secured to the plate with a shank or pin 
through which a cottar way passes. Driving in the 
cottar underneath secures this block in position, and 
by the interpoSition or removal of a ring the height 
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of the block can be varied. Through the block passes 
the powerful square-threaded screw, c, which is oper
ated by the heavy cross handle, D. It is evident that 
if pins be inserted in holes, 
say at a, a. or at b, b, they 
will afford points of resistance 
to a bar that is laid against 
them when pressure is brought 
to bear about its central por

ptions by the screw, c. As the 
ends of the bar cannot yield, it 
will be bent. By shifting the 
pins into other holes, the 
curvature of the bar can be 
varied. 

Figs. 107 and 108 illustrate 
another method of making a 
ring upon the bending block, 
shown in Fig. 106. A is the 
block; 13 is a templet casting, 
cottared down to the levelling 
block through the rough holes 
cast in the templet, the pins 
passing through any of the 
holes cast in the bending block 
that happen to be conveniently 
situated. The block is set so 
that its curvature follows round 
some particular hole in the 
bending block, in order that 
the radius bar or lever c, with 
its roller, D, may operate with 
equal pressure upon the ring, Fig. l08.-Slde View of 

Levelling Biock withE, in every position_ The lever 
Bending Templet. 

moves upon a substantial pivot, 

F, whose shank or pin passes through the plate, and 

is cottared below. The detail of this fitting is shown 

in Fig. 109, where F is the solid body of the shank, 
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whose pin, G, passes through the bending block, A. 

1I is the pin upon which the bar, c, pivots, rnd J is 
a collar, of which one or more may be used for 
adjusting the height. K, K are top and bottom 
cottars. 

R 

c 

Fig. l09.-Details of Lever. 

One end of the bar, E (Figs. 107 and 108), to be 
bent is heated, and then secured at one end of the 
curved templet. As these templets are made specially 
to suit each job, and not for general work, it is 
usually practicable to cast a stop at the end where 
the bar is first secured. Such a stop is shown at L, 

Figs. 107 and 108, and in detail at Fig. 110. 

Fig. llO.-Detalls of Clip. Fig. lll.-Reversing-link. 

This particular templet represents one used for 
making rings from which to cut the reversing links, 
of the type shown in Fig. 111, of the motion work of 
engines. Where such links are made in quantities, 
this is a cheaper method than forging and filing or 
machining each link separately. Making a ring with 
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radius equal to the curvature of the link, it is turned 
all over in the lathe, and then the separate links are 
slotted out of this ring, all being exactly alike. 

In such a case as this, a fiat oblong stop, L, Figs. 
107 and 108, cast on one end of the templet block, is 
suitable. When bending a rigid bar, it is very dif
ficult to get the extreme ends sufficiently curved. 
In this case the stop holds the end perfectly fast, and 
the curvature can be commenced from the very end. 
To prevent that end from rising during the process 
of bending, the clip, II{ (shown in detail at Fig. 110), 
is made to bear upon it. This is a piece of stout 
wrought iron pierced with a hole for the cottared 
pin, N, screwed into the bending templet. The long 
leg of the clip rests upon the face of the bending 
block; the short leg is pressed upon the bar to be 
bent by the cottar; the bar is thus pinched at one 
end. 

The opposite end, if heavy, is supported by one of 
those appliances illustrated and described in Chapter 
1. A man, or two or three men if need be, stands at 
that end, and by main force lJulls the bar round the 
!urved templet, the supporting rest being moved 
along with the bar. The tendency of the bar to 
crumple up when the bending is taking place, is cor
rected by sledge hammer blows. Also to prevent the 
bar from becoming unequally curved, pins are in
serted at intervals in holes cast in the plate, and iron 
wedges, 0 (Figs. 107 and 108), are driven between 
these pins and the bar. 

Much force is required to pull round the roller, D, 

against the edge of the iron. To avoid having a long 
lever which might be in the way, a bar, P, is often 
slipped over the end of the radius bar, C, and re
moved when not in actual use. The mechanism of 
the roller, D, is shown in detail in Fig. 109. Along 
the bar slides a block, Q, which may be fixed at any 
radius with the wedge, R. A stout bolt, s, is screwed 
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into or forged on this block, and the roller, D, slips 
over it, and is held up by the nut underneath. 

A heat cannot be taken over a great length in an 
ordinary forge fire. Therefore, after a short length, 
say from twelve to fifteen inches, of a bar is bent, it 
has to be released from the templet and put back into 
the fire to get the next section hot; and so on, until 
the entire ring is complete. Each time it is put back 
on the block, the portion already curved is secured 
with wedges. Sometimes also clips like M (Fig. 110) 
are cottared down over the bar to prevent it from 
rising. 

FIg. 112.-Method of W eldIng RIng. 

When the circle is completed the ends have to be 
welded. The ends of the ring are upset before being 
brought together, and are spread in all directions. 
These upset edges are not welded together, but are 
united by "stick in" pieces. Into the V-like space 
formed on one side by the abutting ends, a square 
bar of iron, A (Fig. 112), is laid, and all being 
brought to the welding heat, a few blows of the ham
mer serve to unite the bar and the ends of the ring. 
Any length of bar that happens to be handy is taken, 
and it is not at first cut off to the length required. 
One end only is brought to a welding heat, the oppo
site cold end serving as a porter. After the welding 
is completed, the end is cut off with the hot set. 
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The ring is then turned over, and a similar "stick in" 
piece, B, is welded into the opposite V, precisely in 
the same fashion. The surfaces and edges are very 
rough and uneven; but the essential work is accom
plished, and the rest is merely a matter of battering 
the faces with the flatter, and trimming the edges 
with the hot set and flatter. A heavy ring such as 
this cannot be manipulated easily until the smith's 
hands are relieved of its dead weight, so one of the 
appliances illustrated and described in Chapter 1. is 
used. 

If a ring, or segment of a ring, is wanted only a 
few inches larger than the ring, B (Figs. 107 and 
108), for which the templet was made, the smith, to 
save the expense of a new block, will make a filling
up piece (Fig. 113) of square bar. 

~:~. 

Fig. 113.-Iron Segment for Increasing Radial Capacity of 

Templet. 

Fig. 114 shows a block of a type useful when a 
large number of complete rings of the same size are 
required. The principle of its construction is very 
similar to that rigged up on the levelling block (Figs. 
107 and 108); but in this case a complete circular 
disc, A, instead of a segment, is used. A lever, B, 

is pivoted in the center of this disc by means of a 
cottar and pin, c, or a bolt. A roller, D, is pivoted on 
this lever. The ring is bent round th€ annular re
bate, a, in the disc, and the roller, being pulled round 
with the lever, is pressed against the edge of the ring, 
which, confined between the roller, D, and the edge 
of a rebate on the disc, as shown by shading at b, 
cannot fail to become circular. The ring will h~ve 
to be held down with clips, as in the previous 
example, for which purpose the holes cast in the 
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central part of the disc are utilized in the way al
ready described. 

A templet like this can also be used for rings 
slightly larger in diameter and of different widths, 
by placing rings around the central portion, a, of the 
rebate, and by altering the diameter of the roller, D. 

It is, of course, not necessary that the periphery of 

Fig. 114.-Circular Bending Block. 

the roller should coincide with that of the disc. If 
the ring to be formed is larger than the outside of 
the disc, then the roller will be correspondingly 
smaller. If the ring is smaller than the disc, then 
the bottom of the roller will touch on the bottom of 
the rebated portion. 

Slide-valve spindles of the bridle form are made in 
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two or three ways. The bridle is sometimes circular, 
sometimes rectangular in shape, but the principle of 
its formation is the same. In the circular form the 
eye may be bent round and welded as a distinct ring, 
and the stem then welded to the eye; by another 
method a portion only of the eye may be formed, 
and welded to another portion already made in one 
with a portion of the stem; by a third method the 
eye may be turned round and welded from the bar 
which forms the stem. 

---- - - =-

8 

Fig. 115.-Welding Bridle to Spindle. 

Fig. 115 illustrates the first method. Here A is the 
ring which has been upset, and scarfed, bent round 
on the anvil beak, welded and fullered to receive the 
upset and fullered stem B, placed in position for weld
ing. The bar-iron from which the bridle, A, is made, 
is somewhat larger than the finished section-say ?iI 
in. each way-and the ring is first bent round to a 
diameter smaller than that of the finished ring. This 
allows some finishing work to be done upon the bridle 
with fullers and flatter, which will have the effect of 
reducing the area and increasing the diameter. In 
this way the diameter of the ring may be increased to 
any reasonable extent, but it could not be reduced. 
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The ring is slipped over the anvil beak and its 
truth corrected with the hammer, or over a sugar
loaf-shaped casting (Fig. 114), flatters, fullers, and 
swages being employed for finally finishing the va
rious fiat and curved surfaces. 

The bending of large bridles is best done in the 
manner shown in Fig. 116, and the same method is 

Fig. 116.-Metbod of Making Rings. 

applicable to bending large rings in general. A 
cast-iron disc, A, of suitable size, and having a central 
hole, is bolted down on the face of a swage-block, 
the bolt a passing through one of the holes in the 
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block. At a suitable distance a stop or pin, B, is 
inserted in another of the holes. The bar, c, to be 
bent is heated and placed between the disc A and the 
stop B, and is held securely with an iron wedge, D; 

the. free end is pulled round by hand if of sufficient 
length, or with tongs if short, and struck with the 
hammer the while to cause close bedding of the iron 
to the disc. When the ends of the intended ring 
overlap by an inch or two, it is removed, and the 
ends are scarfed and upset with the hammer or 
fullering tool, then welded upon the fiat face of the 
anvil, E (Fig. 116), and finished upon a curved bol
ster, F, laid upon the anvil face, or provided with a 
shank to fit into the square hole in the anvil. 

An alternative method (Fig. 117) of making the 

Fig. 117.-Method of Forming Bridle. 

valve rod bridle is to take a rod of larger section 
than the valve rod, and fork one end by punching a 
hole and then driving in the hot set, first from one 
face, then from the opposite face, until the nicks 
meet in the center of the bar. Open out the divided 
ends into a curved form, and reduce slightly, so as 
to approximate to the finished dimensions, leaving 
the ends a (Fig. 117) of the original dimensions, 
and fullering them diagonally for scarfing (see A), 

which shows the T-piece finished for welding. The 
iron, B, that is to form the remainder of the ring, 
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will be curved, and fullered, and scarfed at the ends 
to match the T-piece, A. 

At this stage the ring will be less than the finished 

I 
Fig. llB.-Dle Block. 

diameter-say by about 1h inch, dependent on the 
bulk of the work-to allow for working and finishing 
subsequent to welding, which stretches the iron. The 
spindle will be welded with a scarfed joint on to the 

• 
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free end a, or if the spindle is short it may be drawn 
down from the T-piece itself. 

Where many bridles are made alike for standard 
engines, a die block is employed for final finishing. 
Its shape is shown at Fig. 118. A is of cast iron, 
cored or bored out at a for the bridle, and cored out 
at b for the stem to lie in; B is a central steel plug 
or pin, the size of the hole in the bridle. The bridle 
is hammered into the die with a couple of blows of 
the steam hammer, next the die is turned upside 
down on a suitable bolster, and the pin B and the 
forging struck out at a blow. Then the pin is re
leased from the forging, and the bridle is finished, 
except for cutting off with a set the fins around the 
top edges. 

Fig. 119.-Method of Forming Bridle. 

Fig. 119 shows the third method, in which the bar 
is bent round and welded at A. To preserve the 
continuity of the circle, a glut or wedge-piece, B, is 
inserted in the weld. Without this, by this method 
it would be difficult or impossible to form a perfect 
internal curve. The finishing of the bridle by means 
of tools and of dies, differs in no respect from that of 
the previous example. 

The mode of making a rectangular bridle, unless 
of small dimensions, would be that shown in Fig. 
120. Two T-pieces, A, A, are formed by division simi
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larly to the T-piece A in Fig. 117, and the remainder 
of the rectangle is formed of the two pieces, B, B, 

bent round and scarfed to meet the scarfed ends of 
the T-pieces. The rods may be drawn down from the 
ends of A, A, or welded on. 

When a smith wants bending blocks of the kind 
mentioned in this chapter, it is as well to know that 

8 

B 

Fig. 120.-Metbod or Forming Rectangular Bridle. 

complete wooden patterns are seldom made for them. 
A pattern segment of the block given to the iron· 
moulder, with a sketch or drawing of the complete 
block, with suitable instructions, is all that is reo 
quired. The moulder will place any number of plain 
cores in the mould for the pin-holes. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAlliPLES OF FORGED WORK. 

The subjects now to be treated will embrace some 
of the common types of forgings, such as rods, levers, 
and bolts, made and used in the construction of ma
chinery. Rods and links with bosses, like Fig. 121, 

Fig. l2l.-Rod or Link with Bosses. 

are used extensively in various forms and propor
tions. At first sight, upsetting would appear to be 
the most ready method of making such rods. It 
seems simple to take a rod or bar, as the case may 
be, the size of the intermediate portion A and to 
dump up the ends to make the bosses B. But upset
ting tends to open or spread the grain and to impair 
its continuity, and the operation would require sev
eral heats, and occupy much time, unless the bosses 
were very small. 

There are three types at least:-(1) When the 
bosses are small relatively to their rods, and the rods 
are only a few inches long, as in some machinery 
links and levers, it is practicable, though not de
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sirable, to form them wholly by upsetting. Properly, 
they should be made either by partial upsetting and 
partial drawing down, or wholly by drawing down, 
according to the stock that happens to be used. (2) 
When the bosses are relatively large and the eyes 
relatively small (Fig. 122) and the rods are several 

Fig. 122.-SmaU Tie Rod. 

feet in length, as in the tie rods of roofs, they may 
be forged from the solid, apart from their rods, and 
welded on. (3) When the eyes are large (Fig. 123), 

Fig. 123.-Large Tie Rod. 

ae in the truss and tie rods of bridges, jibs of travel· 
ling cranes, etc., they may be formed by bending 
round and welding the iron, and usually also by 
welding the eyes to their rods. 

All these will be finished after rough hammering 
by the aid of the hollow top and bottom tools or 
swages, operating on the curved edges (a, Fig. 121); 
by the flatter and sledge on the flat faces b, and by 
the fullering tool around the neck c. In repetition 
work the eyes would be finished in a pair of cast-iron 
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dies, like Figs. 124 and 125; the former gives the 
finished curvature to the edges a and the fullered 
neck C, whilst the latter completes the flat faces b in 
succession. The eye d is punched while the boss B 

lies in the die, the core falling down into the hole A, 

a trifle larger than the punch. The boss is beaten 
into the dies with the sledge, or preferably under the 
drop, or the steam hammer. 

9 

Fig. 124.-Dle Block 

These blocks are made of square as well as of cir
cular form, but the latter is to be preferred, because 
of the greater ease experienced in fitting and shrink
ing on the bond shown in Figs. 124 and 125, where 
B is a wrought-iron bond shrunk on to prevent the 
cast iron from bursting from the concussion to which 
it is subject. 
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Dies like this are often made in pairs, top and 
bottom being coupled with pins for use under the 
steam hammer. 

B 

Fig. 125.-Die Block. 

(2) The bosses are made from bar iron of their 
own dimensions, and a sufficient length is drawn 
down-say from three to six inches-to permit of 

Fig. 12S.-Boss End Scarfed for Welding. 

making, with the long plain body of the rod, a scarfed 
welding joint (Fig. 126). 
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(3) The eye is bent round and welded, forming a 
short solid shank, which is then scarfed and fullered 
for welding, like Fig. 127. Or it is bent round to 

Fig. 127.-Eye bent for Welding. 

form a tongued joint (Fig. 128) , in which a wedge
like end is fitted into a corresponding cleft, and 

Fig. 128.-Tongued Joint. 

welded. This is supposed to be stronger than the 
plain scarf, and is often used for iron of heavy sec

tion. 
Fig. 129 shows a tongue joint in solid bars. To 

Fig. 129.-Solid Tongued Joint. 

make it, first upset both ends; then for the tongue 
A l::et in a fullering tool on opposite sides of the upset 
portion (Fig. 130, a). Then, by hammering, the end 
will be tapered down until it has the appearance of 
Fig. 129, A. For the recess B, nick the other upset end 
inwards with a chisel, and open out sufficiently with 
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a wedge. This will spread the end more, as well as 
open it out; and this spreading out is an advantage, 
because it gives plenty of metal for welding and 
swaging down to finished dimensions. The tongue 
joint is then made in the usual way by heating both 
ends to the welding heat, and when assured that the 
faces are free from dirt and scale, closing them to
gether, first with the hammer, and finishing them 

Fig. l30.-Fullered End. 

with the top and bottom swages. To ensure union 
at the termination of the tongue, the first blows 
should be given endwise. These may be given while 
the work is in the fire, provided the fire is clean, 
and the joint cleansed by throwing sand into the fire 
over the work. When the circumference of the joint 
is being hammered, the angular swages may be used 
to better advantage than by merely laying the work 
upon the anvil. 

Levers of the general form shown in Fig. 131, but 

Fig. l3l.-Double-ended Lever. 
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variously proportioned, are very common. The meth
ods of forging them will be modified by circum
stances. They may be drawn wholly from the solid, 
or partly drawn and partly welded-seldom, however, 
being upset. 

A lever of the proportions shown in Fig. 131 would, 
in general, be formed wholly by drawing down. A 
bar of iron, having a sectional area about equal to 
that of the central boss A, is selected. First, a fuller 
is driven in on opposite sides, as at a, a, a, a (Fig. 
132). Then the bar is drawn Jown roughly from the 
fuller nicks to the ends, until the ends are reduced 
to an area A (Fig. 132), suitable for the smaller end 
boss B (Fig. 131). Again the fuller is driven in at 

Fig. 132.-Fullered Lump. 

b, b (Fig. 132), and then the intermediate portion B 

is reduced by fullering or by hammering until the 
required thickness of the web l c in Fig. 131) is 
nearly reached. The blows are delivered on sides and 
faces alternately, drawing the sides to the tapered 
form seen in the plan view, as well as the webs to 
thickness. 

There is no attempt at finish just yet, for the 
centers of the bosses are probably not the correct 
size, and it will very likely happen that some fur
ther drawing down, or even some upsetting, will be 
required before the boss lumps will be sufficiently 
near to correct centers, to permit of their finishing 
to the required dimensions. Rough measurement 
will be taken from time to time with the rule, or with 
some form of gauge. 
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At this stage the lever will resemble Fig. 133, 
with square lumps at center and ends of the webbed 
portion. To hammer these bosses into a circular form 

t: ::111 

Fig. 133.-Lever Roughly Forged. 

would involve much labor and several heats, so the 
corners are cut off with a hot set, as shown by the 
dotted lines. When a boss is small, four corners 
only are cut off; when large, eight, or even more. 

Fig. 134.-Dle Block. 
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The set is driven perpendicularly first, but not right 
down to the web, it stops at the radius or hollow
and then horizontal cuts are made to meet the per
pendicular ones, and so the boss is rudely chiselled to 
a circular form. Then the hammer, and afterwards 
the hollow swage, are used to give a more circular 

Fig. 137.-Boss Lump pre
pared for Dabbing On. 

form to the bosses; and the hollows shown at a, a, 
in Fig. 131, are shaped with a hollow fuller. Thus 
bosses can be made fairly shaped, but not perfectly 
true. In repetition work dies are used; that for the 
end bosses would be like Fig. 125, and these (B in 

__"_~A.c: __..-,/ 

Fig. 136.-Bosse3 and Rod Scarred tor Welding. 

Fig. 131) would he hammered into a recess in the 
middle of the die, and the web would rest in a recess 
reaching from the center to the outside. The die for 
the center boss is shaped like Fig. 134. Bosses fin
ished thus are so true that they can be left without 
subsequent turning, brightening on the emery wheel 
giving sufficient finish. 

For a lever anything over a foot in length, it 
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would be easier to take separate pieces of bar iron for 
the web, and separate pieces for the bosses, and weld 
them together. Thus a lump (Fig. 135) would be 
taken for the central boss, and set in with the fuller 
at a, a, and drawn down at each end, b, b, leaving the 
extreme ends rather thicker than the intermediate 
portion, A, Fig. 136, in order to Iorm scarfed joints 
for welding. The end bosses, B, would be similarly 
prepared, and all welded to the webs, C, which is also 
upset and scarfed. The shaping and finishing of the 
bosses are most conveniently done before the welding 
up. 

Another way is to weld or "dab" bosses on the 
web; these are cut off an iron rod of suitable 
diameter. The red·hot boss (Fig. 137) is roughed 

( 0 =: ( 

Fig. 138.-Tie Rod End. 

with a corner of the chisel, which is held diagonally 
and struck with a hammer. These roughings assist 
the union of the welded surfaces, which being then 
raised to a welding heat, the flat bars and the bosses 
are made to adhere by a few hammer blows. The 
thinner the web, the more intimate and secure the 
weld. 

When forging articles in this way, it will be neces
sary to test the parallelism and the rectangular form, 
and the winding of the various parts. Forgings are 
apt to develop inaccuracy quickly while the metal is 
soft, so the smith employs the eye in these early 
stages of the work, and squares, and calipers, and 
straight·edges as it becomes cooler. 

Large tie-rod ends (Fig. 138) are always welded to 
their rods. A rectangular lump is drawn down (Fig. 
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139) at the end A to a trifle larger than the rod, and 
scarfed for welding. The corners B are rounded by 
first cutting off the angles with the hot set, and then 
by rounding off with the chisel shown at Fig. 145. 

A 


Fig. 139.-Rough Forging tor Tie Rod End. 

In these rods the eyes, being large, are usually 
punched first, and frequently they are reamered out 
afterwards. Such large holes are punched with dif
ficulty under the sledge, but easily under the steam 
hammer. Fig. 140 shows the arrangement employed: 

Fig. 140.-Punchlng Hole in Tie Rod End. 

A is the anvil of the steam hammer, and upon this 
rests the bolster, B, which must be sufficiently large 
to give proper bearing support to the eye, and its hole 
must be a trifle larger, but not much larger than that 
of the punch c. Two or three blows of the hammer 
or tup, D, will drive the punch through; this is 

l. of C. 
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slightly bellied in order to squeeze the metal, and also 
to clear itself of the hole easily. 

Fig. 141.-Lever Arms. 

After rounding the edges and punching the hole, 
but before the bar is quite cool, the flatter will be 
used to smooth over the edges that have been slightly 
upset during these processes. 

Fig. 142.-Weldiog 00 Arm. 

Often the arms of bossed levers stand at an angle 
with each other, and also are not in the same plane, 
and then the methods previously described are not 
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applicable. Fig. 141 shows a portion of a lever, with 
arms placed on opposite sides of the boss at right 
angles to each other. There are two ways in which 
these levers may be attached to the boss. One by 
"dabbing on"-that is, the arm A, with a portion of 
the boss, is welded fiat upon the main portion of the 
boss B, along the plane a, the surfaces being first 
hatched over with the corner of a set; by the other 
way (Fig. 142) , one side of the boss, if fullered, as at 

o 

D 

Fig. 143.-Eccentric Rod. 

A, with a round-faced fuller, the end of the lever arm 
n is upset, and the two welded together. This is a 
very common method of welding. The fuller not only 
indents the boss, but, by means of blows delivered 
diagonally, is made to throw up the metal all around 
in a ridge, thus giving some extra metal for finishing 
off. In Fig. 142, C is a die-block, in which the boss 
is held while the arm is being welded; D is a thick
ness piece, or washer; and E is the anvil. If no 
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die·block is available, the boss will be held with 
open-mouthed tongs of globular form. 

Eccentric and valve rods afford some typical ex· 
amples of engine forgings. The eccentric rod (Fig. 
143) is usually made in two pieces, and welded at 
about the center; or, if rather long, the ends are 
welded to a central plain bar. 

The extreme dimensions of the end A represent 
roughly the original size of the bar, from which the 
shank B is drawn down. From that original bar 
there is swaged down a length sufficient for welding. 
'I'he large end is cut off to the precise length required 
with the knife tool, or with the curved knife if the 
steam hammer is used, or with a hot set if power is 
not available. Then it is necessary to cut off upon 
the anvil any sharp corners with a cutting-off tool, 
giving the appearance of Fig. 144, and swage the end 

A 

.A 

Fig. 144.-Forked End Roughed Out. 

A, rounding with a hollow swage, letting the shoulder 
B lay against the beak of the anvil, and finally, to 
finish in a die-block (Fig. 145). Of course, the die
block is used for finishing only when the quantity 
of forgings required is sufficient to pay for its cost. 

The body A of the block is of cast iron, and a 
wrought iron ring B is shrunk on. The recess c, it 
will be seen, corresponds with the outline of the end 
A in Fig. 143. 
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Another way to forge the forked end is to take a 
bar about half the thickness of the forked end, and 
double the iron over, and weld a length that will 
extend rather farther than the termination of the 
radius. 

Fig. 145.-Dle Block. 

In both of these methods the gap may be cut out 
roughly by the smith or left to be machined out. The 
general methods of forming forked ends have already 
been described, and now it is enly necessary to show 
by a sketch how forked ends, whose gaps are formed 
by forging, and not by machinery, are shaped. After 
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the metal has been cut out from the gap and roughly 
brought to form, a filler, shown shaded at c, Fig. 143, 
is inserted, and while this remains in, the outside of 
the forked end is finished with flatter and hollow 
swage. The fiUer usuaUy has a square shank to fit 
the square hole in the anvil. 

The end D in Fig. 143 is made by one of three 
methods. Either the shank B is fullered down from a 
bar of the original section of the end D; or the shank 
A (Fig. 146) is welded to a piece of flat bar B, of the 

r 


Fig. 146.-Weldlng Flat End of Eccentric Rod. 

dimensions of the end D in Fig. 143; or the end of a 
bar is divided and opened out. The first method is 
not correct because the iron fibers are short, but it 
is often adopted, a3 there is not very much stress on 
the fiat end when bolted up to the eccentric straps, 
and the hammering it receives at the welding heat 
helps to consolidate the metal. 

The second method has the advantage of preserving 
the best arrangement of the fibers. In it, the fiat 
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piece n (Fig. 146) is fuHered and upset with a round
faced fuller, and the end A, similarly fullered, is 
welded to it. In either case, to permit of finishing 
off, the iron selected is a trifle larger 'in section than 

Fig. 147.-Anvil Stop. 

the flnished section. Where the shank is drawn down 
from the solid, a good deal of flnish on face a (Fig. 
143) has to be done with the flatter, the rod being 
held vertically with the face D upon the anvil face. 
To prevent the rebounding backwards of the forging, 
in consequence of the edge of the flatter striking the 

Fig. 148.-0pening Out End of Bar. 

shank, a bent bar of iron (Fig. 147, A) is fltted with 
a shank into the hole on the anvil face. The flatting 
of the inner face a of course has a tendency to spread 
the edges and b'ulge them in some places, and this is 
corrected with blows on those edges from the hammer 
and from the flatter. 
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The third method of forming the flat end is by 
forking the end of a stout bar in the fashion shown 
in Fig. 148, and opening the ends outwards. Con
tinuity of fiber is thus preserved. The end A. is ful
Iered down thinner, and drawn out, and then cut oft 

Fig. 149.-Die Block. 

the main bar, whose length may serve as a porter, 
and scarfed for welding to the stem. 

When these rods are made in quantities, the final 
finish is imparted in a cast-iron die of the form shown 
in Fig. 149, in which A. is the recess that gives the 
flat end its perfect finish, and B a flat piece of steel, 
whose depth makes up the precise difference between 
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the depth c and Of the fiat en'd A, and 'by means of 
which the T·end is driven out of the die immediately 
after "it is moved off the anvil block of the steam 
hammer. The block being turned upside down, a 
blow or two on the piece B drives the finished T'piece 
out from the die. 

When the fins formed at the edges are being cut off 
with the set, the forging is placed upon a piece of 
sheet iron, bent over at the ends to clip the edges 
of the anvil. This sheet of iron prevents the cutting 
edges of the set from becoming dulled by contact 
with the hard steel face of the anvil. 

Bolts and nuts are bought more cheaply than they 
can be forged in small quantities, and they are conse
quently seldom made in smiths' shops. But a de-

Fig. 150.-Ring for Bolt 
H ead. 

~~-~-- -
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Fig. 151.-Rod driven Into Ring. 

scription of their manufacture is not superfluous, 
because in it are illustrated several facts that find 
useful application in other classes of work. 

In making bolts there is the choice of three meth
ods. In one, a bar is selected of about the size of the 
bolt head across the angles, and the stem is drawn 
down, first roughly by the hammer, and then between 
swages. 

Another method is to take a bar of the diameter of 
the bolt and upset a mass of metal to form the head. 
Neither of these methods, however, is often adopted. 

The usual method is to bend round and weld a ring 
of metal upon a bar, whose diameter equals that of 
the bolt. The details are as folIows:-The heads are 
prepared as rings (Fig. 150) cut off from a rectangu
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lar bar of iron, and bent round upon the anvil beak 
or upon a mandrel, but not welded as yet. For the 
shanks, suitable lengths of round rod are cut off. To 
economize time, as many rings and lengths of rod 
are prepared as there are bolts wanted, and then the 
welding begins. First the end of a rod, made red 
hot, is driven through its ring (Fig. 151), which lies 
upon the anvil; the rod is next brought into a hori
zontal position, and the ring closed tightly upon it by 
two or three smart blows of the hammer, and also the 
end of the rod is slightly burred over with the ham
mer (Fig. 152) to keep the ring from slipping. That 

B 

Fig. 153.-Bolt Header and Fig. 152.-Rod burred in. 
Block. 

end Is then put into the fire and raised to a welding 
heat, and sand is sprinkled over it just before with
drawal from the fire. The head is laid in a hexag
onal bottom tool (Fig. 54, p. 32), and about half a 
dozen blows given to it, altering the pOSition of the 
head after each blow. It is then put into a bolt 
header A (Fig. 153), resting on a cast iron heading 
block B, pierced with a central hole, and the top of 
the bolt head, C, is well beaten over with hammer 
and flatter. The bolt is then put back in the hexag
onal bottom tool (Fig. 54, p. 32) and once more ham
mered on each separate face; then back in the bolt 
header, and struck twice or thrice with a flatter, and 
then finished with a cup tool, which gives the round
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ing at the edges. Finally, it is put back in the hexag
onal swage, and a last blow given with the flatter on 
each face. All this is done at a single heat, and, 
when finished (Fig. 154), the bolt head, unless very 
small, is still at a good red heat. A description of 
an appliance used in rounding bolt heads commences 
on p. 12. 

Many bolts, such as those used for glands and for 
some forms of plummer blocks, are furnished with 
collars. These are usually welded on as rings, and 
finished in a die or swage of the form in Fig. 49, p. 31. 

To make nuts in small quantities, take a flat iron 

Fig. 154.-Finish ed Bolt Fig. 155.-Rod Bent to Form 
H ead. Chain Link. 

bar of a thickness and width the same as the nuts, 
and mark off and nick their lengths with a cold 
chisel. Center-pop the middle of each space. Heat 
the bar and over a bolster punch all the holes 
through in succession. Then cut off each nut on the 
anvil chisel, and finish on a mandrel. 

The manufacture of chains is quite a distinct 
branch, but a smith is often called to mend a broken 
chain. When a broken link is replaced it is usually 
made a trifle longer than the normal link, for con
venience of formation. Also, when a link is added 
to one end of a chain for the purpose of connecting 
it to any attachment-as a crane hook, for example
the link is made slightly longer. Such an added link 
is termed a shutting link. 

To weld a shutting link, the iron rod is first bent to 
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a U shape (Fig. 155), then two opposite faces, a, lI, 
are drawn off diagonally with the hammer, and the 
link is bent round to bring these faces nearly close 
toge.her (Fig. 156). The link is then put back into 

Fig. 156.-Cbaln Link. 

the fire and brought to a welding heat, a little sand 
strewn upon the joint, which is closed smartly with 
the hammer, first on the fiat upon the anvil, and then 
upon a tool (Fig. 157) fixed in the hole in the anvil. 

Fig. 157.-Link·formlng Tool In Anvil. 

To smooth and finish the link a hollow swage tool is 

worked around it. 
Swivels are of common occurrence, and require 

some art in making. Fig. 158 shows a piece of iron 

e 

~~-----------~ 

Fig. 158.-Bar Iron for Making Swivel. 

bar, the cross section of which should be rather 
greater than that of the boss of the swivel, because 
then neither welding on nor upsetting is necessary. 
A hole is first punched at a, corresponding with the 
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eye of the swivel; then a moulding tool (Fig. 159) is 
laid across the red·hot bar, roughly concentric with 
the punched hole, a, and struck a few blows with the 

A. 

Fig. 159.-Moulding Tool for Swivel. 

steam hammer, leaving the impressions b, b (Fig. 
158). 

In the absence of a steam hammer, a fullering tool 
would answer the same purpose as the moulding tool, 

II' , till' 

Fig. 160.-B055 of Swivel. 

but it would take longer time. The moulding tool 
not only fullers, but imparts the desired curved form 
to the incipient boss. After fullering, the bar is cut 
olI at c (Fig. 158), and the portions d, d, are drawn 

Fig. 161.-Mandrel in Swivel. 

down to a sectional area a trifle larger than that of 
the arched portions of the swivel. At the same time 
the boss portion is shaped out of the lump e until the 
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forging has the appearance of Fig. 160. Then a man
drel (Fig. 161) is passed through the punched hole, a 
and the drawn-down ends are hammered over as at 
t. t. At the same time the forging, while on the 
mandrel, is finished all over, except just where the 

.

• : ·1 .:-- i . ~ 
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Fig. 162.-Arms of Swivel Fig. 163.-Bolster Tool for 
Upset for Welding. Forging Swivel. 

weld is to be made, the boss 0 and the arms t. t, with 
their merging curves, all being gone over in detail 
with the hollow tools and fullers. The extreme ends 
of the arms t, t, are also scarfed and slightly upset, 
and the forging then has the appearance of Fig. 162. 
To afford support to the swivel during the welding, 

Fig. 164.-Finlshed Swivel. 

the beak of the anvil is utilized, or a special boister 
like tool (Fig. 163) is fitted into the hole in the anvil. 
The face of thfs tool is shaped roughly to the curve 
of the swivel, and lends itself readily to the work of 
welding and finishing with hollow tools, during which 
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the position of the swivel on its bolster is being 
continually shifted. The form of the finished swivel 
is shown at Fig. 164, the scarfed weld being at h. 

Another way of forming such a swivel is shown in 
Fig. 165. A round rod, A, is divided and forked, as 

A 

Fig. 165.-Swivel formed from Round Bar. 

seen by the dotted lines, B, the divided ends still fur
ther opened out and drawn down and upset, as at 
c. c; after this, the process is similar to that pre
viously explained. 
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CHApTER VIII. 

CRANKS, "MODEL WORK, AND DIE FORGING. 

The blacksmith is often called upon to forge cranks 
and crank axles. These appear in many different 
forms, so it is impossible to give fully detailed ac· 
counts of the methods employed in the construction 
of all of them. One or two cranks of the more gen
eral kind will, therefore, be noticed. 

Suppose a common bent or dip crank of round 
section (Fig. 166) has to be made without assistance 

Fig. 166.-Bent Crank. 

from a die-block. It would not do simply to bend a 
round bar to the cranked form, because at the cor
ners where the bending takes place the area would 
be reduced by the stretching. Bad iron is of no usc 
for a bent crank, for the process of upsetting and 
bending will open out the fibers; fagoted iron is 
often used. 

A crank of this kind (Fig. 166) may have one, two, 
or three throws, and the axles extending at each end 
may be long or short. The cranks may be forged 
separately, and apart from the axles, and afterwards 
welded together, or all may be forged from one bar, 
as is most convenient. 
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It is supposed that the crank has only one dip; but 
to a certain extent it is applicable to cranks with two 
or three dips, the twisting of the dips to relative 
angles with each other excepted. 

Before bending the dips, there will be three upset
tings of the iron: one along the length, A, that is to 
form the future crank pin, and tl:!e bendings, reach
ing from B to e in Fig. 166, where the pin merges 
into the webs or arms, and two others where the 
webs are to merge into the axle, or from B to D, and 
e to D (Fig. 166). These upsettings are done before 
the bar is bent. 

The bendings at Band c will be done either at one 
or two heats. If the pin is short, one heat will suf
fice, but if long, two will be necessary. Here the 
swage block, or the levelling block pierced with 
numerous holes, is of use; a couple of pins inserted 
into holes in either block, form suitable supports in 
pulling the axles round and preserve the true plane 
of the dip. If neither swage block nor levelling block 
is available, a pin placed in the anvil hole must an
swer the same purpose, but it will not be suitable 
for heavy work. 

It is necessary to check the width, A (Fig. 166), 
before bending the other corners. Upsetting must be 
resorted to if too great, and drawing down if not 
enough. 

The bending of the corners D, E, can be done around 
suitable pins, the axles F, F, affording good leverage. 
After this the crank webs from B to D, and from e to 
E. must be set parallel, and the axles F, F, set for 
alignment lengthways, and be brought into the .same 
plane with the webs and pin. 

In cranks of this type, it is desirable and usual to 
have rather an excess of metal at the corners, es
pecially when they are to be finished bright. Such 
cranks, when made in quantities, are usually bent 
over a block, or they are stamped. 
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A bending block is shown in plan and elevation by 
Fig. 167. A section on A, B, is shown by Fig. 169, 

ELEVATIO"N 

J

PLAN 

Fig. 167.-Bendlng Block. 
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and another on c, D, by Fig. 168. The block is a 
casting, E, sufficiently heavy to resist the hammer 
blows necessary for making the bends of the crank. 
Its width is therefore considerably greater than the 
diameter of the crank, and ample depth is given. 
Tbe length is sufficient to permit of true alignment 
of the axle being made, though not necessarily so 
great as that of the crank axle. The distances from 

Fig. 168.-Section or Fig. 169.-Section or 
Bending Block. Bending Block. 

the center line A B to each end are made unequal to 
permit of the forging of cranks with two throws or 
tbree throws. For single dip cranks only the lengths 
would be equal. In Fig. 167 the right·hand end is 
made sufficientIy long to afford a good bedding for 
the axle a, but the left·hand end is made short, so 
that after one throw is forged it may lie beyond the 
left-hand end to permit of the bending of the second 
or the third throw upon the block. 
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In the formation of a crank by the aid of such a 
block, those sections where the bendings are to be 
made are thickened by upsetting as before described, 
and the webs are bent upon the levelling block or 
upon the swage block, and the axles bent at right 
angles with the webs approximately true, though not 
necessarily so carefully as though the crank were 
intended to be finished by this method. The advan
tage of the block now becomes apparent. The crank 
a, heated nearly to a welding heat, is dropped over 
the block E, embraced by the strap F, tightened by 
the cottar c, which being driven in rapidly holds it 
in place, and the webs and the axles are bedded 
down into the curved recess of the block, hammer, 
fuller, and hollow tools being quickly brought into 
requisition wherever wanted. Thus the crank is prac
tically finished, only a little smoothing over being 
done after removal from the block, chiefly at the sides 
which cannot be got at while the crank lies on the 
block. The crank should be removed from the block 

. soon, or it will become bound tight, owing to the 
shrinkage of the metal by cooling. For this reason 
the sides of the block should be tapered slightly, 
and for large cranks, when making the block, allow
ance for shrinkage in cooling should be given at the 

rate of about lA, in. per foot. 
In Fig. 167, b, b, are guide strips cast upon the 

sides of the block E for the strap F. If the strap is 
not sufficiently stout, a clamp or a rough gib may hold 
its bottom ends together. The two horns, c, c, are 
cast on for convenience. As the blows for the most 
part are delivered in the direction of the arrowS, the 
block needs to be steadied endwise; therefore, in the 
example from which this is taken, a heavy cast-iron 
block is sunk into the ground, a little below the shop 
floor. It is grooved out at one end to take the parts 
c, c, which preserve the bending block steady under 
the hammer blows. The grooved end of this casting 
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is shown dotted at n, Fig. 167; c, c, are below the 
ground-J J being the level of the floor. 

If a second or third dip has to be forged, the truth 
of th.e first one is p:eserved by inserting in the dip a 
packmg block B, Fig. 170, which gives an elevation 

Fig. 170.- Fllling-ln Block. 

and side view. This is a cast·iron piece hollowed 
semiclrcularly to fit the webs, and secured in place 
with a strap, c, and cottar, D. This is retained in 
place until the remaining dip or dips are bent. Fig. 
171 shows a form of crank axle that is well adapted 
for forging into the strongest form possible, the fiber 
running round the bent portions. In some other 
forms the same advantageous disposition of metal is 
not secured. 

Formerly it was quite common to see the largest 
crank axles of the general form shown in Fig. 172 
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built up by preparing separately the pin A, the webs 
B, and the axles c, and welding them together. The 
webs were opened out at the one end to embrace the 
pin and at the other end to embrace the axle, and 
then all welded together. Now it is usual in very 
large cranks, on marine engines especially, to make 

Fig. l71.-Crank roughly fullered Into form. 

and machine each of these parts separately and weld 
them together, shrinking the webs on to the pin. 
In small cranks of this type the forging is made solid 
and machined out. Briefly, the methods employed 
are as follows:-The simplest and the worst way is 
to cut the entire crank out of a slab. Better than 

Fig. l72.-Locomotive Type of Crank. 

this is the drawing down of the axles from a lump 
whose width is equal to the total width of the crank 
from the outer edge of the axle to the outer edge of 
the pin. Better still is the fullering out of a lump 
in such a way that an approximately curved disposi
tion of the fibers is obtained (see Fig. 171), leaving, 
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however, a good deal of finishing and machining to 
be done afterwards. 

Another way-not so good as the last, but more 
common-is to weld on one or several pieces, A, to 
one side of the bar, B, that is to form the axle (Fig. 
173), leaving the gap to be slotted out or drilled out. 

In cranks having two and three throws, the gaps 
stand at angles of 90 0 and 120 0 respectively. Cranks 
like Fig. 166 are usually forged with the dips at 
proper angles, but those like Fig. 174 are more often 
forged with the dips in one plane and twisted after
wards. When built, they are sometimes forged ap
proximately at these angles. Sometimes each crank 
is prepared separately, and welded to suitable lengths 

FIg. l73.-PlIed Crank Lump. 

of axle. When twisting is practiced it must be per
formed over as great a length of shaft as possible, in 
order to be gradual. Two or three heats may have 
to be given if the length is conSiderable, and a por
tion of the necessary twist imparted at each heat. 
One crank will have to be secured by some means, 
such as clamping down to the swage or levelling 
block or anvil, or holding under the steam hammer, 
or in the vice, while leverage is exerted at the other 
end. The leverage may be applied direct to the other 
crank, or to the axle itself, by means of clips. A few 
well.directed blows of the hammer will assist and 
serve to regulate the dead pull exerted upon the 
lever. If the cranks are welded to the axle, a long 
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and somewhat bulky scarf should be made, to give 
plenty of metal for subsequent consolidation and 
swaging down. 

Fig. 174.-Locomotive Type ot Crank. 

The bosses for some large stationary engine-cranks 
when they are not upset, 01' the webs not swaged 
from the solid, are built up or bent round in various 
fashions. In one method the boss is formed by bend
ing round a piece of bar a, and welding it to a 
straight portion n (Fig. 175). The bending is usu· 

Fig. 175.-Crank Boss. 

ally done by placing the bar across two supports, 
and fullering it down at the central portion. When 
the bar is thus partly bent, the curving is finished 
by closing the ends upon the anvil, till they juSt 
embrace the flat bar B in readiness for welding; 
more than one thickness of metal may be employed 
in the formation of the boss. 

To finish such a boss, any excess of metal at the 
end, a, of the bar is cut off with a chisel, a mandrel 
is then inserted in the hole, and the outer curves 
finished with fullers. 
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Often, however, the loss is made simply by piling 
(Fig. 176). The pieces A, A, of any convenient thick
ness, are welded to the straight bar B, and afterwards 
are consolidated at a welding heat; a rudely curved 
form is imparted to them by means of fullering tools 
before final shaping with the set and finishing tools. 

When the two bosses are prepared, the ends B, 

which have served as porters, are cut off, and the 
bosses united by means of a scarfed joint, thus 
forming a double-ended boss whose middle portion, 
or web, can be fullered and swaged down to the lesser 
section required. 

Fig. 176.-Lump lor Crank Boss. 

When extra strong and sound forgings are wanted, 
a solid new bar is not used, but a large number of 
selected pieces of any size and shape are welded to
gether, the operation being known as piling or fagot
ing. The pieces are laid together in bundles of suit
able sizes, bound round with iron to a porter or long 
bar of iron, and heated and welded and reduced under 
the steam hammer. For special work this process is 
repeated two or three times, the pile being drawn 
down, and then cut off into lengths that are re·piled, 
and reheated, and welded. The bars are not merely 
laid in parallel series, but are often made to cross one 
another at various angles, to secure g;reater strength. 
By this means, not only are forgings with the maxi
mum of strength procurable, but all the odds and 
ends of metal cut off in the processes of forging are 

utilized. 
Forgings for model work are necessarily expensive. 
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In the first place, in order to produce shapely and 
accurate forgings, much time must be spent upon 
them. In the second place, very few smiths care to 
undertake such work, because ordinary forging pays 
better, and because a man must execute very neat 
work to turn out perfect model forgings. Yet it is 
work that practiced amateurs, with time at their 
disposal, can succeed fairly well with, because pa
tience more than high skill is wanted, and scarcely 
any of the really difficult operations of forgings are 
involved. Few special tools are required, most of the 
work being done with hammers and files. The cost 
of material is small, and the principal appliances are 
a small anvil and a vice. 

In touching upon the differences between model 
and general work, it may be said generally that there 
is less of welding and more of drawing down done in 
forgings for model work than in those of heavy type. 
The difference in the dimensions of bossed-up ends or 
forked ends and their shanks or rods is so small 
relatively, that it is much easier to reduce the rods 
with the hammer than to weld the ends on. There 
is no great difficulty in welding small work, provided 
no time is lost in hammering the parts together im
mediately on removal from the fire. 

For very light work, a small combined anvil and 
vice will probably be found serviceable. One advan
tage of a small anvil is that the beak is very useful 
to bend curves, and to form a suitable bedding when 
fullering down curved necks and shoulders for which 
the ordinary fullering tools are too large. The cross 
peens of the hammers are useful for this operation, 
and with different sizes various curvatures can be 
formed. Flatters are not used, all the battering and 
smoothing that is done being effected with the hand 
hammer. 

Owing to the unsuitability of smiths' ordinary 
finishing tools for purposes of model work, the file 
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has to be used much more largely in this class of 
work than in ordinary forgings. When the forgings 
are cooling down to a black heat, a good deal of 
material can be removed with little effort, and a cer
tain amount of finish imparted. 

Again, in small forged work, many parts are left 
solid that in large work would be punched or ful
lered or cut out. The holes in bosses would seldom 
be punched, but wholly drilled. The forked ends of 
eccentric rods are left to be slotted or filed out. 

In wrought iron used for model forgings, the same 
regard must be had to the direction of the grain as in 
larger forgings. But, in all respects steel is prefer
able as a material for model work to wrought iron. 
It is hard, rigid, and strong-important considera
tions-takes a better polish, and is !!lore durable. 

Die forging, or stamping, is adopted by the smith 
for repetition work. There are numerous parts in 
nearly all branches of smiths' work that are required 
precisely alike, and an enormous saving is effected by 
the use of dies. Such parts as fiat links for chain, 
flanges for steam and exhaust pipes, some portions of 
valve gear, ornamental bosses, railing heads, pins, 
small levers, and similar articles more or less intri
cate, can be readily stamped with proper appliances. 

Large dies are usually made of cast iron, and the 
smaller of steel. In large dies the required impres
sions are cast, and afterwards cleaned and smoothed 
a little with the file; in small dies they have to be 
cut out with drills, chisels, and files. In either case, 
sufficient metal must be put into the die to enable it 
to withstand the concussion of the blows. Cast dies 
are frequently bonded with a wrought-iron ring, in 
order to prevent their bursting. For this kind of 
work the sledge is of no use, generally the drop ham
mer, steam hammer, or hydraulic press being used. 
In little shops unprovided with power, the Oliver 
often serves. 
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In the plainest work a single die will often suffice, 
and the formation of the die must vary with the 
shapes of the forgings. But if the top of a forging is 
not fiat, then two dies must be used, the upper portion 
being cut to the requisite outline. The top portion 
must also be attached to the lower in such a way that 
it will take its proper position in relation to the lower 
instantly, without any adjustment. This is usually 
effected by means of iron dowels, two or three dowels 
being driven tightly into the lower portion of the 
die, and standing upwards to fit loosely into corre
sponding holes drilled in the top portion of the die. 
The dowels are well tapered, and their ends rounded 
off so as to go more easily into the holes in the top 
portion of the die. The bottom dies are sometimes 
furnished with long handles, or they are lifted about 
with the hoop tongs, the top dies alone being fur
nished with handles. When holes have to be punched 
in the forgings, corresponding holes are usually 
drilled in top and bottom dies. The top holes are 
then parallel, and of the same size as the punch 
which is inserted in them; but the bottom ones are 
of the same size only where the lower face of the 
forging lies, being tapered downwards to allow the 
punched discs to fall through freely. 

In many cases two sets of dies are requisite to pro
duce an article; one set will form the sides, and 
another set the top and bottom. Of course, dies are 
expensive and, as a general rule, only pay when there 
are at least several dozens of an article required. 

In stamped work, the amount of material required 
for any given forging must be gauged with accuracy. 
If there is an excess of metal, there will be thick fins 
spreading over the edges. If, on the other hand, the 
metal is short, then the forgings will not come up 
keen and clean, but will have edges more or less 
rounding and inaccurate. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

HO)[E'l\IADE PORTABLE FORGES. 

Illustrations and brief descriptions of some of the 
better known forges are given in Chapter I., but it is 
thought that some readers, instead of buying a forge 

Fig. 177.-Home-made Portable Forge. 
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ready.made, may wish to construct one themselves. 
Such readers will be interested in the following par· 

Fig. lS0.-Bracket for Sup
porting Lever of Portable 
Forge. 

Fig. 178.-Legs of 
Portable Forge. 

Fig. 179. - Pattern for 

Portable Forge Tray. 
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ticulars of a portable forge which can be easily made 
by an iron-worker. The appliance (Fig. 177) consists 
of a wrought·iron frame, on the top of which is the 
tray, or hearth; and underneath is the bellows and 
blowing arrangement. 

The whole of the framework is made of 1 in. by % 
in. square iron bar, and is riveted together by % in. 
by % in. and % in. by 134 in. iron rivets, the holes 
being bored to allow the rivets to fit in rather tight. 
The dimensions of the various parts of the frame
work are all in the illustrations. 

The framework consists of four legs, A, A, A, A 

(Fig. 177), braced together by the cross-stays, B, B, 

two above and two below the bellows. The two stays 
above the bellows are not shown in the figure, being 
hidden by the tray, etc. They are of the same form 
and dimensions as the bottom pair, except at the 
center, where they cross each other, one of them 
being cranked down to allow the other to cross at 
its own level, and thus make a level bed for the 
hearth·tray to rest on. One of the legs is shown in 
front and side elevation in Fig. 178. 

The various parts of the framework should first be 
forged and cut to dimensions given in drawings, and 
tried to make sure that they are all exact before 
marking out for drilling. The two cross-stays, B, B 

(Fig. 177), are riveted together where they cross in 
the center of the frame as shown. The ring, D (Fig. 
177), is placed round the outside of frame at the 
points where the cross-stays are riveted to the legs, 
and the rivets pass through the ring, D, legs, A, A, A, A. 

and cross-stays, B, B, binding them all securely to
gether. 

The hearth consists of a fiat, round plate of ir:on, 
sufficiently thick to withstand the heat; it is more 
serviceable, though a little more expensive, if made 
of thinner material and a circular fireclay brick bot
tom is placed on it. The hearth-plate rests on the 
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top pair of cross-stays, and is riveted to them by four 
rivets, two in each stay_ The circular band, I, sur
rounding the hearth is cut out of 3-16 in. sheet iron 
to the shape shown at Fig_ 179; the hole A is for the 
introduction of the tuyere, J, from the bellows. The 

Q ~ 
1-==L3iu F ,..,.. ~ , 

I I 
~--.-•••-.-.---- 19!z -.------~------.---~ 
Fig_ 181.-Spindle of Portable Forge. 

band is riveted to the top of each leg by two rivets, 
as shown at P, p (Fig. 177), and is also riveted to
gether at its two ends, as shown at 0, by four rivets. 
The hearth-plate is cut to exactly fit inside the band, 
I, and to rest on the top pair of cross-stays. 

Fig. 183.-Crank on 
able Forge. 

Fig. 182.-End of Spindle of Port
End of Spindle of 
Portablo Forge. 

The bellows work consists of a spindle of *-in. 
round iron, working in two brackets, shown at K 

(Fig. 177), and in detail by Fig. 180. One of these 
brackets is riveted to each of two opposite legs, by 
two rivets in each as shown in Fig. 177. The spindle 

Fig. 1 4.-Lever on End of Spindle of Portable Forge. 

is shown at II (Fig. 177), and also by Fig. 181, the 
ends, Q, being squared (see Fig. 182) to fit the small 
cranks, L, and the long lever, ;M (Fig. 177). These 
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cranks are shown in plan and elevation in Fig. 183, 
and the long lever in Fig. 184. As will be seen from 
Fig. 182, the ends of the lever are squared and 
screwed. The length for the square part is 74 in. 

~------~-------~ 
yO "'=--- n 

~ ----------------18:-----------____~ 
Fig. 185.-Gulde-s tay tor Bellows ot Portable Forge. 

This is for the end carrying the long lever, as well 
as the crank; the other end, which carries only a 
crank, will have the squared part % in. long. 
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Fig. 186.-Guide-pin tor Fig. 187.-Bellows Links ot Portab:e 
Portable Forge Bellows. Forge. . 

The cross-stay, C (Fig. 177), acts as a guide to en· 
sure the top chamber of the bellows rising and falling 
perpendicularly. It is secured to one pair of legs by 
rivets as the cross-stays are; it is made of 1 in. by 
74 in. iron bar, swelled out and has a hole in the 
center, as shown at Fig. 185, to allow the guide-rod, 
F (Fig. 177), to slide easily through. The upright 
%-in. round guide-rod and square plate are shown in 
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Fig. 186. The plate is countersunk to receive four 
screws, which attach it to the top board of the bel
lows, the rod being riveted into the plate. The bel
lows, E (Fig. 177). is fastened to the frame by four 

Fig. 188.-Under View of Portable Forge Bellows. 

stout wood screws, one through each leg. Between 
the legs and the center board of bellows are placed 
four pieces of !h-in. iron pipe, each about 1 in. long; 
the four screws pass through the legs into these 

k---------------\6=--------------->, 
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Fig. 189. - Link and 
Fig. 190.-Sectlon through PortCrank Connection of 

able Forge Bellows.Portable Forge. 

pieces of pipe, and are driven home into the center
board of bellows, holding them quite securely. 

The bottom chamber of the bellows is supported 
by four links, shown at G, G, G, G (Fig. 177). Each 
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end of these links is swelled out (see Fig. 187) at 
the bottom ends, and has a hole to fit on the round 
ends of two flat bars made of 1-in. by %-in. iron bar, 
running across the bottom board of bellows (shown 
in Fig. 188), and at the top ends for the reception 
of the %-in. bolts, which connect them to the short 
crank, L (Fig. 177). This arrangement is better seen 
at Fig. 189, L being the short crank, G, G the links, 
and z the %-in. bolt and nut. The fiat bars just men
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FIg. 191.-Nozzle and Bellows Connection of Portable Forge. 

tioned are drawn out to a round section at the ends, 
and screwed for nuts, which keep the links in their 
place. They are fastened to the bottom board of the 
bellows by three screws in each passing through holes 
drilled and countersunk to receive them. 

The bello-ws is composed of three circular boards of 
inch stuff, 1472 in. in diameter. The middle and bot
tom boards are each provided with a valve, opening 
upwards. These are made by drilling a hole, 2 in. 
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in diameter, in the center of each board. Over each 
of these holes is placed a fiat, circular piece of 
leather nailed to the board at one side which forms 
a hinge, but otherwise free to move up and down 
for the passage of the air. A piece of wood is glued 
on the top of the leathers, to ensure that they shall 
drop fiat and close the valve when the air is within. 

A wire stop, S (Fig. 190), is driven into the board, 
to prevent the wood valves turning completely over, 
in which case they would not again close when reo 

Fig. 192.-Small Portable Forge. 

quired. The middle board has a block of wood 
fastened to it, for the reception of the screwed end of 
the pipe conveying the blast from the bellows to the 
hearth. 

The three boards are fastened together by a piece 
of leather 14 in. wide, which goes all round them, and 
is securely nailed to their edges by l·in. clout nails, 
placed in two rows, and as near together as possible. 
The leather of the bellows covering should be of good 
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quality, and may be obtained at any leather-seller's. 
It is scarcely likely . that a piece will be obtained 
sufficiently large to make it entire, so it may have 
to be jOined. A strip of leather, 1 in. in width, is 
placed round the edge of each board over the leather 
covering, and the clout nails are driven through this 
and the leather covering into the boards. Before 
fixing the leather on to the boards, two rings of 1,4,-in. 
round iron bar, 1472 in. diameter outside, are inserted 
in each chamber. These are to keep the leather 
stretched outward, and to ensure it forming even 
creases when opening and closing. The two ends of 
the circular band of leather covering the bellows 
should be joined with copper rivets and washers, 
such as are used in leather hose, put as near together 
as possible. 

The pipe leadi;ng the air blast from the bellows to 
the hearth is of %,-in. iron tube, and is shown in sec
tion, with its fittings, by Fig. 191. At the bottom it 
is screwed into the wood block T, and at the top into 
the tuyere, J , through the iron band encircling the 
hearth, with a back nut and washer to keep it se
cure. The tuyere should b3 of thick wrought iron, 
and tapped to receive the end of the %,-in. tube as 
shown. The forge is now complete, and it only re
mains to regulate the flow of air by putting weights 
on the top board of bellows. Weights should also be 
suspended from the bottom board sufficient to draw 
the lever up when pressed down. 

Of course, the dimensions of the forge may be 
varied, and the material can even be made lighter; 
but, owing to the knocking about such a forge has to 
sustain, it will be best to keep as near as possible to 
the dimensions given. 

Another portable forge (Fig. 192) is made of 
wrought iron, with the exception of the tuyere; this 
may be the hub of a plough or other wheel. T.he 
legs (A, Fig. 192) are of 1-in. angle iron 1 ft. 6 In. 
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long. The sides and end-plates are of 4%-in. by %-in_ 
fender plate, and are respectively 18 in. and 15 in_ 
long. One of the end-plates is drilled through with 
a 11,4-in. hole for the reception of the blast-pipe 1) 

(Fig. 192). c, C are the stays as set out in Fig. 193; 

Fig. 194.-Plan of Portable 

Forge BeJ1ows.


Fig. 193.-Stay of Portable 
Forge. 

they strengthen the legs and support the bellows. 
The single-blast bellows, as shown in detail by Fig. 
194, are made of two I-in. pine boards, cut to the 
dimensions given, and hinged by cast butts at A; B 

is the valve which is required in one board only; cis 
the hole for the delivery-pipe; the bend with union 
shown at E (Fig. 192) and D (Fig. 194) indicates the 

Fig. 195.-Joint of Corner of Hearth. 

position of the bellows spiral spring. The bellows, 
which is made of basil leather, opens to 7% in_ n 
(Fig. 192) may be either a handle or a step, or a 
combination of both_ F, F (Fig. 192) show the rivets 
which hold a ledge inside to support the bottom of 
the forge. This bottom is of soft steel, 18 in. by 15 in. 
The delivery-pipe is threaded at G (Fig. 192) for 4 
in., and a nut (not shown) on each side of the fender 
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plate holds it securely in its place_ The bellows is 
secured by ordinary screws, which pass through the 
stays, but small bolts might be used with advantage_ 
The whole thing is fixed together with round-headed 
rivets 1h in_ by 3-16 in.; the sides may be filed to a 
mitre joint, see Fig. 195. 

Fig. 196.-Side View of Continuous-blast Blow-bellows. 

The construction of a continuous blast blow-bellows 
(see Figs. 196 and 197) will now be dealt with. 
These emit a continuous current of air instead of the 
intermittent current of the old-fashioned ones; in
stead of getting the draught from a 3-16-in. hole, or 
thereabouts, it is got through a hole 21h in. wide 
and %, in. deep, and these bellows cost only about 
half as much. 

To commence the construction of the bellows, cut 
out the sides and the bottom, but do not screw them 
together_ Make a spindle (as Fig. 198 and 199), drill 
two holes in each side, one at each end, as shown, 
and tap them and screw a piece of wire to fit; cut it 
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into pieces about 5-16 in. long, and screw a piece into 
each hole. Four pieces of tin, a little narrower than 

Fig. 197.-Front View of Contlnuous
blast Blow-bellows. 

::1 r:: 
(l 

FIg. 198.-Splndle of 
Blow-bellows. 

the bellows, have corresponding holes punched In 
them for the pieces of wire to slip through; put one 

Fig. 200.-Brass BearIng 
for Sides of Blow-bellows.

Fig. 199.-Side View of Blow
bellows Spindle. 

of them on, slip a washer over the wire, and then 
rivet it over. Treat all in the same way, and then 
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screw the brass bearings (Fig. 200) to the sides fit i 
the iron spindle, and screw sides and bottom to~ethe: 
afterwards screwing the piece of metal over the top: 

Fig. 201.-Brass Spindle tor 
Blow-bellows Wbeel. 

Fig. 202.-Plate for Fixing Wheel 
of Spindle. 

The wheel will have to be bought. Fig. 201 is a 
sketch of spindle for it to run on. Turn this up, 
screw it at each end, fix it with a nut to the plate 

o .A 
Fig. 203.-Wood to· Screw on Fig. 204.-Pattern for 

Spindle of Blower. Nozzle of Blower. 

(Fig. 202), put on the wheel, and keep it there by a 
washer and another nut, then fit the knob on rather 
loosely. But before fixing the wheel, turn a bit of 
wood (Fig. 203) and over it put an indiarubber band, 
and screw this on to the projecting end of the iron 
spindle; fix the wheel against this tightly. In Fig. 
204 is shown the shape of the nose-piece. When cor
rectly cut out, bend this over at right angles at all 
the dotted lines, and it will fit on the end of the bel
lows. Either rivet or solder together the two edges, 
A and B, then drill It and screw it on. When thil is 
all done, turn the handle rapidly; the fan inside will 
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then revolve at a good rate, and a strong draught 
will be obtained. Of course, the fan can have five or 
even six wings, but in such a case it is advisable 
to strengthen the wings by soldering pieces of wire 
between them, as in Fig. 205. 

Fig. 205.-Slde View of Blow-bellows Spindle and Fan. 

Another improvement is to turn a small groove in 
the iron wheel, and fix it a little further away from 
the iron spindle; turn up a smaller wheel, put a 
groove in it also, and screw it on to the end of the 
iron spindle; it could then be run with a band. It 
works very well, however, with the wheel fixed 
against an indiarubber·covered knob, as previously 

explained.
It is preferable to substitute gun-metal for the 

brass in all parts except the covering and nose· piece. 
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CHAPTER X. 

MANIPULATING STEEL AT THE FORGE. 

From the foregoing chapters it will have been seen 
that pure metallic iron has but little commercial 
use, and, in fact , in this state is comparatively un
known; it is when combined with carbon, sometimes 
modified by other elements, that pure iron becomes 
the iron of commerce, and is known as malleable 
iron, steel, and cast iron, as the proportion of carbon 
is increased. The great value of steel for toolmaking 
consists in a characteristic, possessed by no other 
substance, of becoming intensely hard when quickly 
cooled after it has been heated to a certain tempera
ture. The pure, the mild steels, that nearly approach 
the condition of iron are ductile and weldable. On 
the other hand, their capacity for hardening and 
tempering diminishes with the comparative absence 
of carbon, which is the principal hardening element, 
though in no case does the proportion equal that in 
cast iron. In steel, carbon seldom amounts to more 
than 1.5 per cent. It is less than .1 per cent in the 
mildest plates. 

In addition to carbon, but in a lesser degree, man
ganese, phosphorous and silicon are hardening con
stituents of steel. Within certain limits, the more 
these constituents are present, the lower the tempera
ture of the cooling liquid employed, and the greater 
its power of absorbing heat, the more intense will be 
the hardness induced in the steel. Mushet steel, 
used for making turning tools, is produced by the 
addition of woolf ram or tungsten, in the form of a 
metall!c alloy, to steel. The resulting alloy is so 
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hard that it does not require to be hardened by the 
tool maker. 

There is, as regards chemical composition, very 
little difference between wrought iron and some of 
the mild steels. But when working there is a very 
essential difference between them. Wrought iron is 
never perfectly homogeneous, whilst mild steel is of 
the same character throughout. This difference is 
due to the altered condition in the processes of manu
facture. The fluidity of cast iron is mainly due to 
the presence of its carbon, and in a lesser degree to 
its sulphur. These are removed from the iron in the 
processes of puddling; and one important result is 
the non-fusibility of the wrought iron at the tempera
ture at which it is found best to work it. Wrought 
iron is never in a state of absolute fusion at any 
time during the process of its puddling. It is simply 
brought into a pasty condition, like a lump of dough. 
In order to render this material more homogeneous, 
the pasty mass is compressed under steam hammers 
or tilt hammers, and is passed beneath squeezers of 
different types, is cut up again and re-heated, and the 
operations of hammering, squeezing, and rolling are 
repeated, the homogeneous quality of the iron im
proving with each repetition of these operations. 
These sets of operations will be repeated three or 
four times in the case of good merchantable iron, and 
it is the cost of fuel and labor involved which renders 
wrought iron so much more costly than cast iron. 

After the last piling, re-heating, and hammering 
processes have been gone through, the iron is run 
between grooved rollers of diminishing sizes, to im
part the final sectional forms to the bars or plates 
required for the use of the smith. But even In the 
best wrought iron, owing to the absence of fusion, 
some of the oxide or scale, and some of the impuri
ties originally present in the iron, or taken up In the 
process of puddling, become mechanically mixed with, 
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and remain in the bars, which always remain lami
nated, causing the iron to become spiI.ly, and to de
velop incipient fracture when wrought into struc
tures. The best wrought iron can never be depended 
on entirely for absolute homogeneity. But for the 
average work of the smith it holds its own, because 
of its ductility, weldability, and the general ease with 
which it can be fashioned into intricate forms. 

The Bessemer and Siemens steels are free from 
this lamination, because during the process of fusion 
alI scale or oxide is expelIed; this is one reason 
why the mild steels have superseded wrought iron 
largely for boiler-makers' work, and for cranks and 
similar structures, where lamination would be fatal 
to strength and durability. 

Steel being homogeneous-that is, having no lam
ination-is eminently adapted for forging light and 
delicate work, where strength, rigidity, and lightness 
are required in combination. While wrought iron 
can be worked almost at the fusing point, each differ
ent sample of steel seems to work best at a particular 
temperature, differing from that of other samples, 
but never beyond a fulI red heat. Steel takes a much 
higher polish than wrought iron, and is therefore 
better suited to work where good finish is necessary. 

Whether steel is more troublesome to work than 
iron depends on the nature of the forging and on the 
quality of metal. For smalI model work, steel is by 
far the easier, because there is no grain to open out, 
besides the superior rigidity, and so forth. In large 
and heavy forgings there is no advantage to be 
gained on this score. Steel forgings of moderate size 
and thin sections have to be worked at a lower tem
perature than iron, so a larger number of heats must 
be taken in the former than in the latter. For the 
same reason the various operations should be per. 
formed more rapidly while the steel retains its heat. 

There is more initial difficulty in welding steel 

• 
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than iron, due to the differences in various samples of 
steel. Once the best welding heat for any bar of steel 
is known, there is no more trouble experienced in 
welding pieces from that bar. Sand alone is used 
as a flux for welding iron; for steel a mixture of 
sand and common salt is better. 

There is a greater difference of opinion as to the 
working of steel than there is in regard to the work
ing of iron. The practice of allowing steel to soak 
in the fire, approved by some, is denounced by others. 
The temperature to which steel can be raised with
out burning it is also a matter of dispute. The prac
tice of hardening and tempering steel opens up an 
unlimited field of discussion. The reasons are that 
steels vary in quality much more than wrought iron, 
and since the peculiar value of steel is due to its 
chemical and molecular composition, Slight differ
ences in which cause great changes in the material, 
and as even slight and sudden alterations in tem
perature are sufficient to entirely change their ar
rangement, it is easy to understand why, though not 
how, the practical working of the material is affected. 
Partly because of these differences and consequent 
differences in treatment demanded, some makes of 
steel are considered superior to others. Thus, a man 
accustomed to work in one quality mainly, and hav
ing adopted certain modes of treatment with the best 
results, may find the same modes do not give equally 
good results with another quality; he may then con
demn the steel, when in reality the fault lies in wrong 
treatment. Every bar of new steel should be worked 
tentatively in order to discover the best heat and the 
best way to work that particular brand. Unless this 
is done. failure to obtain the best results wil1 fre
quently follow. The practice of upsetting steel is 
deprecated by some. But if the steel is of good 
quality it will upset just as well as iron. 

Steel should be made as hot as the metal will safely 
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bear, but it must not be overheated, or, it will become 
burnt. A higher temperature can be used on steel 
required for large forgings than for steel used for 
light work generally, and for cutting tools. Burnt 
steel under the hammer will crumble to pieces as 
though it were cast iron, and will show a coarse 
granulated fracture. There are, however, degrees in 
burning; the steel may be burnt only slightly on 
the surface, so slightly that it does not fracture, or, if 
fractured, does not show this coarsely crystalline 
structure; yet its quality for cutting instruments 
will be sensibly impaired. The temperature at which 
overheating occurs varies, of course, with different 
quali ties. If scales form and fall off, the steel is, 
as a rule, overheated. It is then almost impossible 
to restore its quality. If not burnt very badly, a 
good hammering on the anvil will improve it con. 
siderably. 

Steel, even more than iron, should be turned 
around in the fire to keep the heat uniform. The 
blast should be slackened after the edges have become 
red-hot. A full cherry-red is usually considered the 
proper heat for forging-but this expression is rather 
vague, and the temperature will vary with different 
qualities. Hammering should not be continued after 
the steel has lost its redness. 

There is a temperature in steel corresponding with 
what is termed in iron a "black heatH-at which it is 
not safe to work it. Experiments show that a steel 
plate heated, and allowed to cool, suffers no diminu
tion of strength, but that while cooling, and while at 
a blue heat, any hammering or bending seriously 
injures the metal. The blue heat corresponds with 
any temperature between about 470° and 600°. 

Steel used for making tools is classified according 
to the percentage of carbon it contains, to which the 
following list is a guide. Razor temper steel (Ph per 
cent carbon) is so easily spoilt by being overheated 
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that it can be worked only in the hands of a very 
skilful workman. When properly heated, it will do 
twice the work of ordinary tool steel for turning 
chilled rolls, etc. Saw-tile temper steel (1% per cent 
carbon) requires careful treatment, and although it 
will stand more heat than razor steel, should not be 
heated above a cherry red. Tool temper steel (114 
per cent carbon) is the most useful for turning tools, 
drills, and planing-machine tools, and it may be 
forged by ordinary workmen. It is possible, with 
great care and skill, to weld 'Cast steel of this temper. 
Spindle temper steel (11k per cent carbon) is very 
useful for circular cutters, large turning tools, taps, 
screwing dies, etc. This temper requires consider
able care in welding. Chisel te1nper steel (1 per 
cent carbon) combines great toughness in the un
hardened state, with the capacity of hardening at a 
low heat. It is consequently well adapted for tools 
when the unhardened part is required to stand the 
blow of a hammer without splitting, but where a hard 
cutting edge is required, such as cold chisels, hot 
setts, etc. Sett temper steel (% per cent carbon) is 
adapted for tools, such as cold setts, the unhardened 
parts of which have to stand very heavy blows. Die 
temper steel (%. per cent carbon) is the most sui table 
for tools of which the surface only is required to be 
hard, and where the capacity to withstand great pres
sure is of importance, such as stamping or pressing 
dies, boiler cups, etc. The last two tempers may be 
easily welded by a mechanic accustomed to work cast 

steel. 
The process of hardening, as commonly understood 

by smiths, means the heating of a piece of steel to 
redness and quickly plunging it into a cooling liquid, 
usually either water or oil. Hardening steel often 
causes it to crack and warp. On immersing the steel 
into the cooling medium, the outer covering is 
rapidly cooled off first, and shrinks upon the interior. 
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The shrinkage puts the outside in tension. Presently 
the interior cools, but it is prevented from free 
shrinkage by its union with the exterior, and is thus 
itself put in tension. Then one of two things may 
happen: either there will be a condition of perma
nent tension, productive of warping or curvature, or 
the stresses will find relief in fracture. 

Steel that is heated to redness and allowed to cool 
slowly is said to be annealed. Steel may be annealed 
by making it red hot and allowing it to cool between 
hot cinders. Or it may be left in a low fire until the 
fire has gone out and the cinders have become cold. 
Or it may be enclosed in a box with charcoal powder, 
raised to a red heat, and allowed to become cold. By 
hardening, steel is made intensely hard, by tempering 
it is made softer and less brittle, but yet it remains 
very hard; by annealing, it is brought into its softest 
possible condition. 

The principal hardening agent is cold water; salt 
water, lukewarm water, and oil are sometimes used. 
Mercury is also very efficient, but its expense pre
cludes its use for ordinary work, and for most pur
poses pure cold water only is used. For light and 
delicate work oil is generally considered preferable, 
and it is customary to use oil or tallow in preference 
to water for all delicate work. In order to lessen the 
liability to curvature, long narrow articles are im
mersed perpendicularly instead of horizontally or 
diagonally in the fluid, so that its effect may be 
evenly distributed over the whole of the surface. 
Steel is apt to crack if it is taken out of the water 
before being thoroughly quenched, or if the water 
level is kept at one place; it should therefore be 
moved slightly up and down in the water. When dip
ping an article of unequal thickness on the edges, the 
thicker edge, as a rule, should be dipped first, to 
lessen risk of cracking. Smiths have an opinion that 
water which has been long used is preferable to fresh 
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water, so they do not change the water in their 
hardening tanks, but simply add sufficient fresh to 
make up for waste. This preference may be due to 
the fact that warming of the water by immersing red
hot metal drives off the air contained in it, and allows 
the fluid to come into more intimate contact with the 
surface of the steel. The belief that boiling the water 
for hardening steel is an improvement may be ex
plained in the same way. ' 

It is not necessary that hardening should always 
be done in a liquid. A thin heated plate placed be
tween two pieces of cold metal will become hardened 
as effectually as if immersed in water or oil. This 
is often done, because it tends to lessen risk of warp
ing in a plate. 

Hardening by means of hammer blows is of occa
sional service to increase the elasticity and hardness 
of a plate or lamina of steel. Its effect is similar to 
that of cold rolling and wire drawing, and is removed 
by annealing. If hammer hardening is prolonged too 
far the metal is fractured; annealing must therefore 
be resorted to before this stage is reached. The range 
or temper obtainable in hammer hardening is not 
great, and it has a limited value, being confined 
chiefly to laminated springs. 

Tempering means that the hardened steel is 
slightly re-heated, and when at a certain known tem
perature, indicated by a shade of color which appears 
on its brightened surface, it is plunged into a cooling 
liquid, or in some few cases is allowed to cool gradu
ally in air. This heat for tempering differs in almost 
every variety of tool or piece of mechanism. The 
tints through which steel passes from the lower to 
the higher temperature are straw, gold or yellow, 
chocolate, purple, violet, and blue. The greatest hard
ness and elasticity combined is obtained by temper
ing at a straw color. Hardening by quenching at a 
red heat makes a tool intensely hard, but brittle_ 
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Tempering by quenching at a blue makes it elastic, 
but soft. Between these extremes lies the whole 
practice of hardening and tempering. 

All cutting tools of the same type are not tem
pered alike: Thus, a tool for working hard cast steel 
will be tempered harder than one for working gray 
cast iron. A tool tempered a straw color is harder 
than one tempered a blue; so that if tools for hard 
steel are tempered to a straw, those for soft iron and 
brass are tempered at a tint approaching purple. 

As an example of hardening and tempering, a cold 
chisel is the tool selected. The scale is removed from 
the surface, and its cutting end, to the length of 
about a couple of inches, is then first heated to a 
cherry red in a clear fire, afterwards quenching in 
water, and thus hardened. It is taken out and 
rapidly brightened with a bit of grindstone or emery, 
in order that the rapidly changing hues may be ob
served the better. The cooling of the end only lasts 
for an instant, as the heat of the shank at once raises 
the temperature of the end for tempering, until the 
instant arrives at which it must be quenched. The 
smith then plunges the entire chisel into the water, 
moving it to and fro until quite cold. The color for 
tempering in the case of a cold chisel is a deep straw 
inclining to purple, but, of course, the color will vary 
with different grades of steel. 

Another way of tempering small tools is to heat 
to redness in the forge fire a bar of iron, and lay the 
tools upon it until they reach the color required, and 
to then quench them. If the bar is made red hot at 
one end only, the tools can be gradually slid along 
toward that end and so slowly heated thoroughly 
through, until they reach the precise tint desired for 
tempering. 

A bath of molten lead is a good heating agent for 
articles that are of unequal thickness; these can thus 
be heated uniformly. The lead is prevented from 
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oxidation by covering its surface with powdered 
charcoal. The temperature of a bath of molten metal 
is, of course, uniform, and by making alloys of lead 
and tin in various proportions, an extensive range of 
temperature is obtainable. The table below serves 
to show what range can be got by such tempering 

baths. 
Drills for cutting iron are tempered to a dark straw 

at the cutting edges. The remarks made in reference 
to the hardening and tempering of a cold chisel apply 
equally to drills for iron. Drills for hard steel are 
heated and quenched in a lump of lead, and not tem

pered afterwards. 
Axes are hardened and tempered very much like 

chisels. They are heated first to redness, and 
quenched in water to a depth of two or three inches. 
A face is polished, and the changing tints observed 
until the appearance of a deep blue, when total im
mersion is made for temper. As for other tools, 
different shades of blue, inclining towards a brown 
straw, will be required for different grades of steel. 

TEMPERING STEEL. 
I'!o<:! 
c:> .... 

~~ ., 
o~ 
I'>.o<:! 
~ .... 
0 ...... 
Co 

Color. Articles to be Tempered. Lead. 
Yellowish tint.Lancets .......... . .... 7 

Other surgical instru

ments ••••••••••••• 0 7Jh 4 430 0 

Razors, etc ....... ····· 8 4 442 0 

Pale yellow ... Penknives, and some 
implements of sur· 

gery '.' ............ 81h 

Straw yellow.. Larger penknives, scal
pels, etc ...... _...... 10 

4 450 0 

4 470 0 
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8~ 
~~ .:; ~ 
%.~ 
~..., 

81:; 
Color. Articles to be Tempered. Lead. 

SCissors, shears, garden 
hoes, cold chisels, etc. 14 

Brown yellow. Axes, firmer chisels, 
plane irons, pocket· 
knives, etc........... 19 


Light purple .. Table-knives, I a r g e 
shears, etc.......... 30 

Dark purple .. Swords, watch.springs, 
etc.................. 48 

Clear blue..•. Large springs, daggers, 
augers, fine saws, etc. 50 

Pale blue ..... Pit saws, hand saws, 
and some springs .... Boiling 

linseed 
Greenish blue. Articles which require oil. 600 0 

to be s 0 mew hat 
softer .............. Molten 


lead. 612 0 

Mill picks are hardened only, and not tempered. 
They are heated to a dark red, and quenched, the 
temper thus obtained not let down, as is the case 
with most of the tools already noticed. Pure soft 
water is quite suitable for these, though some smiths 
use mixtures of salt, alum, sal·ammoniac, etc. 

Springs are hardened in the usual way by heating 
to a cherry red, and quenching in water. Then they 
are smeared with tallow or lard, and heated over 
the fire , moving them to and fro until the tallow 
catches fire, and blazes and burns off. The springs 
are then laid upon the forge, or in the ~shes to cool 
down. If the work is of irregular thickness, the 
burning of the oil should be repeated two .1r three 
times. Small springs made in quantities are often 
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put into a sheet·iron pan and covered with oil, and 
held over the fire until the oil blazes and burns off. 
Moving and shaking the pan about causes the temper 
to be more uniform. In the case of heavy springs the 
operation may be repeated two or three times. 

Screw taps are conveniently heated in an iron tube, 
large enough to allow not only of the admission of 
the tap, but also of the tongs by which it is held. The 
tap is first heated gradually and very slowly, and 
equally throughout, to a dull red in the tube. If 
heated rapidly, the edges of the threads will be made 
hotter than the interior, and being too hard, will 
probably crumble off in use. It must be an invariable 
rule to harden and temper taps at the lowest heat 
practicable. A dull red must not be exceeded. It is 
better to make two or three attempts, increasing the 
heat each time, rather than to overheat the tap, which 
is plunged vertically into water and held there until 
quite cold. Afterwards the flutes are brightened and 
the tap heated in the tube to a light straw. Some 
use linseed oil baths for hardening taps and dies. 
The pOints of the threads will be protected if coated 
with soft soap, or with a paste made of prussiate of 
potash and flour, or yeast. 

Screwing dies are heated to a cherry red, and 
hardened in salt water. To diminish the risk of 
cracking, they may be covered with prussiate of 
potash or with a paste of soap and oil. The faces are 
polished, and to temper them the dies placed on a 
piece of hot iron, taking care to turn them over and 
over until they are of a straw color. A bath of lin
seed oil may be used for cooling. Worn dies are, as 
a rule, re-cut, but before this can be done, the temper 
must be completely drawn by annealing the dies by 
heating them to a light cherry red in a clear fire and 
allowing them to cool slowly. Other tools, such as 
broaches, milling cutters, reamers, and lip drills, 
when worn, are similarly annealed preparatory to re
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cutting. Afterwards they are hardened and tempered 
just as in the case of new tools. 

Case hardening is a method commonly used for 
rendering the surface of wrought iron as hard as 
tempered steel. Case hardening means that just the 
outer skin of iron is hardened, and made of the 
nature of steel. Only wrought iron can be treated 
thus. A mere film of surface hardening may be 
effected by heating the iron red-hot, rolling it in 
powdered yellow prussiate of potash, and quenching 
in water. When the hardening is required to extend 
to a greater depth, the work is enclosed in an iron 
receptacle along with leather clippings, bones, horn, 
and yellow prussiate of potash, and heated for from 
twenty to forty hours. The work is then cooled in 
water_ The advantages of case hardening are that 
the toughness of the wrought iron is combined with 
a durable wearing surface as hard as steel; and that 
the first cost of the forgings, and of the cost of their 
being tooled and finished into shape, is less than the 
cost of steel forgings. Case hardening is adopted in 
link-reversing gear for engines, for the eyes and 
working faces of levers, for pins or pivots, and so 
forth_ To case harden at the forge, have ready a 
quantity of yellow prussiate of potash powdered very 
fine in an iron tray. Heat the work in the clear fire 
to red heat and with a spoon strew thickly over the 
surface of the forging, and, if practicable, roll the 
forging also in the potash. The work is re-heated 
and time given to allow the powder to fuse and run 
freely over the surface, then the forging is quenched, 
and this hardens it. 
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Angul nr Swage, 30 

Anneallnl; SCN'wing Dies, 152 

- Steel, 14G 

- Tools, 150 

Anvil Beak, Use ot, 8 

- Cutter. 2S 

-, Double-Illked, 8 

-, Porrler's, 8 

- Stands, 9 

-StOll, 105 

- Surface and Edges Wearing, 8 

- and \'I<'e, Corubln~d, 124 

.\nt1wony, Pt'esence Of. In Irou. 64 

Angers. Tempering, 151 

Axes. lJllrdenlng, 151 

-, Tempering, 151 


Rsr Corrl~r!'l. 16 

-, ('01(\, Method ot ('uttlng, 24 

-, Flat, lWndlng Block fOI', 74 

-, Tlot, Method ot CuttIng, 25 

-, Iron, QUlllltles of, G3 

-, -, SIzes and hnP<'s ot, G3 

-, Heating, In FIre, 50 

-, Lt'ngth ot, for DrawIng


Down, 4S 

-, Ol"nlng Ollt End of, 105 

-, S('I~rftng F.ndR of. 55 

BeUows, Blower Superior to, 5, 


133 

-, Continuous Blnst, 137 

- Forgps. 4 

- ot Home-mnde Forge, 130 

-, SmIth's, 11 

Dendlng und Hlng ~Jnkln~, 72 

Bending and Lt>velllng Rlock, 75 

- Block, Advlsllblllty of Mak-


Ing, 74 

- -, Altering ('un'e ot, 77 

- -, Cirelllnr, 82 

--Clip, 7 

- - for Crank, 114 

---Flat nars, 73 

-......--, Making Puttt.'rns for, 
- -, - Ring upon, 0 

--Stop, 79 

- -, Testing Forgings In, 75 

nes.emer , te.'l, 143 

Dovel Gange, 'resting with, 75 

Blocks, nendlng (see Dendlng


Rl()('k) 
nlOW·~3il0W81 Continuous Blast, 

Blower, superior to Dellows, G 
BlowrrB. 4 

Bolster Tool tor Forging SwIvel, 1 


Dolsters, 34 

Bolt-finishing Swage, 31 

Boll-fol'glng, 15 

Dolt-head Hounding MachIne, 15 

-, Swages tor Shaping, 32 

Dolts, Making, 107 

-, Punching Cottar Ways In, 68 

Dondlng Cronks, 68 

Dosses, Cronk, j<'ormlng, 122 

-, Crank, mllde by Piling, 123 

-, Forming, In Dies, 91 

-, Level's wltb, Forging, 94 

--, Links with, Forging, 89 

_. -, Rods with, FOl'glng, _9 

Dottom l'uller, 33 

- Swagc, 31 

- Swage having Three Grooves, 


31 

Bridge Truss and Tie Ro~", 90 

BridIe, Circular, Making. 83 

-, Die Block for Flnlshln!:. ~A 

-, ~:rge, Method ot l~.ndlng, 


-, Rectangular, Makin", 87 

Rrouches. Annenltng. 152 

Brushwood SwItch, Use ot, 55 


Calipers, Double, 25 

-, Fixed, 24 

-" In"le. 25 

Carbon, Elfect ot, In Tron, 64 


Carriers tor 'Bars: ~~~~\~41 

--Heavy Forgings, 16 

Case Hardeulng, Advautages ot, 


153 

- -, Deep, Method or. 153 

- -, Definition of, 11\3 

- - at the F'orge, 153 

('astlng, ,ugar-Iollf. 13 

Chain, Mending Broken, 109 

ChIsel, Cold, nardenlng. 149 

-, -, TemP<'rlng. 149 

-. Flrm£>r, 'rempertng, 151 

- Temper Steel. 146 

Clrcnlar Blast D,'Uows, Forge


with, 3 

-BrIdie. 2 

Clip tor Bending Block, 70 

Cold Chisel. BaNlenln!:. 149 

- -, Tempering, 149 

- Set, 27 

CoUar, Upsetting DRr to form, 49 

('0110 red Rod, Welcllnj!, 1\2 

Compression and Tension In I ron, 


73 

154 
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Continuous Blast Bellows, 137 

Cottar Key, Making, 71 

- Ways, PunchIng, 58 

Cra~ks In Iron, 71 

Crune JIbs. Forging, 90 

- LIfting-hook, 68 

Crank Axles, Bullt-np, 120 

-, BendIng Block fOl', 117 

-, Bent or DIp, ForgIng, 67 

-, BondIng. 68 

- Bosses, Forming. 122 

- - made by PlUng. 123 

- of EngIne fracturing. 67 

- - Marine Engines, 120 

-, Slotted, 67 

-, Thre{'-throw. Forging. 121 

- Two·tbrow, Forging, 121 

Cranks, 67 

Crook-bIt Tongs, 23 

Crystalline Iron, Making, 44 

Cup Tool, 36 

Curved Tool, 28 

Cutlery, T~mperlng, 150 

Cutter, Anvll, 28 


Daggers. Tempering. 151 

DIe Temper Steel, 146 

DIe-block for finishIng Brld!~s, 87 

- - - EccentrIc Rod, 103 

DIes. ForgIng. 125 

-. FormIng Bosses In. 91 

-, La rgt". of Cast I ron. 125 

-, Screwing. Ann~a1ing. 152 

-, -, Hardening, Jfi2 

- -. TemperIng, 152 

-: Small. of Steel, 125 

-. Use of. 39 

DIll Crank, ForgIng, 114 

Douhl~-plked Anvll. 8 


Drn\\"ingD~~b~~~e~d~ldat~l!~~. 0ri9 42 

- - Iron Bars, 41 

DrIft. Cutting, 36 

- for Deep Ho!~s. 36 

- - Sballow Holes. 36 

-, Pur.lle!. or Fl11lng-plece, 58 

-, Taptlf. 35 

-. Tooth"'l. 37 

DriftIng. 35 

Drlrts. LubricatIng. 37 

-. Various. 35 


B~m~n~o~~~~~;. 5~emJ>(>rlng. 150 

- - ·teel. Tempering, 150 

- LIp, Annealing. 152 

-'used in Smithing, 39 

Drop-bammer , 9 


Eeeentric-Rod. DJe-hlock fo,', 103 

-- Forj!in!'. ]02 

- - Forked. 71 

Engine Cranks. }t'or~lnJ!. 124 

Engine- Cranks fructurlng, G1 
- Reversing LInks. 7i! 

Eye or Bossed LevI·r. Forl!lnl? 90 

-, ForgIng. In Winch TInndle. f,9 

_, Puuchlng In nammer Head, 

68 

-. Welded, G8 


Fagr~1ng to make Sound Forgings, 


Fan Blast, 6 


~fb'~!e~': ]~g;,il658 
- - MUd Steel, 65 

- - Wrought Iron, 65 

li'lbrous Iron, Making, CrystallIne.

44 

Filing Model Forgings. 125 

1"Ulng-pleee or Parallel Drift. 58 

l"Ire, Forge. Formation ot. 41 

-, -, Heating St('el in. 145 

-, -. Method of LIghting. 41 

F i ri ng Tools. 20 

~'Irmer Chisels, Tempering. 151 

Flat Iron Bars used bv Smiths. fl~ 

- - -, Bending Block for, 74 

)Ola ttenlng Face of Ring, 54 

Flatter, 34 

-, How to Use, 54 

Flux for Welding Iron, 144 

- - - Steel. 144 

Forge FIre, J;"ormation of. 41 

- -, Heating Steel In. 145 

- -, Method of Lighting. 42 

-, Gas, Fletcher, Russell & 


Co.'s, lO 

- Hearth. Making. 128 

- -, Size of. 3 

-. Home-made. ]28 

-. Portable Bellows. 3 

Forges and Applianc('s. 3 

Forg-lng (see under separate bend. 


ings) 
Forked Eccentric Rod. 7I 
- Ends. Continuons Grain in, 71 

Fuller. Action of, 66 

-, Bottom, 33 

-, Hollow. 34 

-, Round·faced, 34 

- , Top, 33 


Gnp Gau!'e Or Fixed Calipers. 24 

Glands. Making Bolts foJ'. 109 

Groin of ]1'00 (see Fihl'e) 
Gun-metal tor Blow-bellows, 140 


IIammer, Ban Peen, 20 

-, Cross Peen, 20 

-, Drop, 9 

- Eyes. Punching. 68 

- lIaud!es shrInking with Hent. 


_2il:end. Wedging, on Handle, 20 

-, Oliver. Making, 9 

-, P('ndulnm, 12 

-. Set. Edge of. 66 

Hummer Sledge, 21 


HUIU~~e~1~, 9Hnrdening Stf'el hl'. 


-,11~prOViDglnfel'iOr Iron by. 72 


ri:,~~111:!~#~~te~?ng IInmmer lJeuus 

on. 21 


- foJ' Rets, 29 

-, " 'incb, Forging Eye of, 69 
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Hardening Axes, 150 

- CODstituents ot Steel, 141 

- Mlll Picks, 151 

~ Screw 'l."upa, 152 

- SCI'ewlng Dtes, 152 

- SprlllgS, 151 

- Steel , Tools, etc" 147 (see un

der sepamte headings) 

- Steel by lIammel'lng, 148 

Hatchi ng Iron to be Welded, 99 

Heading Tool, 39 

H earth ot [rorge, Size of. 5 

- - Home-mude I"orge, 128 

Relltlng Steel In Molten Metals, 


150 

Hoes, Tempering, 153 

Holes, Drl ttlng, 34 

-, Drllllng, 56 

-, -. wllh Hatchet-hrace. ~8 

- , Forming. with Hot Ret, 57 

-, Pnllched. Burning Gas In, 60 

-, Punching, 56 

-. -. through Stout Pin , 59 

Hollow Fuller. 34 

nollow-bit Tongs. 23 

nome-made Bellows. 132 

- Oliver nammer. 10 

- Portahle Forges. 127 

HOO:S Crane, Method ot Forming. 


HOOI) Tonl("s, 24 

Rot Set, 27 

- -, Forming nole with, 57 


Iron, Antimony In, 64 

-, Bar (se. Bar) 

-, Carhon In. 64 

-, Cast. Fluldltv ot. 142 

-, -. Sulphur In. 142 

-, "('old ,hort." 64 

-, "Hot Sbort." (J4 

-, Improving by HammerIng. 72 

- Layers. ArrRngem~nt ot. 71 

-, LIability ot, to Crack, 72 

-, Manganese In. 64 

-, Phosphorus In. 64 

.:...-, PuddllnJ1;. 142 

-, Pure, Limited Use ot, 141 

-, Selection ot. 62 

-, Silicon In. 64 

- us.d hy SmIth. 62 

- :;'5Dd Steel, WeldIng Heats for, 


-. Wrought, Compared wIt h 

Steel. 142 


-. Wrought, Costlier than Cast, 

142 


-, -, Etrect or Impuritle8 on, 
64 


-, -, Welding Heat for, 54 


,Taints. Welded. 52 

JumpIng-up Iron. 49 

- - Bar by nand, 50 


Kev. Cottar. Making, 71 

Knife Tool. 28 

Knives. Pocket. Temperln/!:. 1110 

-, Tahle, Tempering, 151 


Lancets , Tempering, 150 

Layers of ll'On, 71 

Lend, Molten, Heating SteN In, 149 

-, Preventing Oxidation ot, 149 

LevellIng and Beudlng Block, 74 

Lever, Douule-ended , D r n w 1 n ~ 

Down, IH 

Lever, FormIng Web ot, 9 

Level'S, ll'orglng, 95 

LIfting-book ot Crane, 68 

Liuk ot Chain, M"ndlng Broken, 


110 

-, ReversIng, Forming. 7 

-, Shutting. WeldIng. 144 

--, Tool used In I,'ormlng. 110 

- wIth Bosses. For!:ln/!:. 90 

LIp Drills. Annealing. 155 

I .o<'omotlve CI'OnkR frll<"tllrlng, 67 

Lubrication of Drifts, 37 


Marhlne for Forgln/!: Bolts. 14 

- - RoundIng Bolt-hell d •. 12 

)I"odrel, [,'Inlshln/!: 1I0ies wIth. 59 

-, - Ring on. 53 

- or Sugar-Iont ('nstlng. 13 

)fungnuesp, Presenee or. In 11'0 11 . Col 
-. Steel HU'delled hv. HI 
)Iarlne Rnglne Cranks. ·I'o ,·gln/!:. 1"0 
M ercury tor HardE'nln~ S(('pl, 147 

Metals (see uoder BE-pn rn te bf'tul-


Ings) 
Mill PIcks. nardenlng. lr.1)Illllgg Cutters, ;\lIlIonllnl;. rtr.. 

Model ForgIngs. 124 

- -, Comhlned ytee nnd An

,'11 tor. 124 

- -, Steel tor, 125 

)Ionkoy, Swlnl,:lng. 12 

)Iusbet Steel, ~Iaklng, HI 


Xlrklng with An~1l utter, 27 

- - ('old Set, 24 

Nut Swage. 32 

Nuts, Making, 113 


011 for Hardonlng St••1. H6 
Oliver nulli IU t.l 1'. Muking, n 
Oxidation of Lead, Preventing, 149 


PH tterns for Bending Blocks, sa 
P E"ndulum HaDlmel'. 12 

Pen-knl\'l's. Temllerlng, 150 

rbO~borUSI Presence or, tn Iron. 

-. Ste.l lI.rdened hy. 141 

PIck•. Mill , Hurd .nlnl,:, 150 

PI('k-up Ton!:s. 24 

Pllin!: to mllke ,,00<1 Forl<lIll<". 1~3 

PIn. StOllt. Punchln" lIole In, (ill

PIncer Tongs. 23 

Pit Saws, ']'(lotnl1Prtnt!. 1!l1 
Plummer m oeks. RnllR for. 109 

PoC'ket·knlvC's. Tl'lllllC'ring, 151 

Poker. 22 

Puddlln/!: Iron. 142 

Punched Hoi•. Burning Gus In, GO 

-Tie Rod, 69 
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Punches, 34 

- Cooling. in Water, 56 

-, Kind of lioles mude by, 56 

PUllching, 56 


Rucks for Tools, 39 

Huke , 22 

Hu tebel-brace fOr Drtiling Holes, 39 

HazUl' Temper Steel, 145 

Hazors, Tempel'iug. 150 

Heamel's, Alllll'aling. 152 

{{eclungular Bridle Milking. 87 

Hever.iug Links, Engine, 78 

Hlng, Finisbing, on Mandrel, 53 

-, -. on \' -block, 34 

-, Flattening. 54 

-, FormIng. on Anvil Beak, 53 

-, Large, Bending, 86 

- Making', 73 

-, -, upon Bending Block, 77 

-, Tongs for lloldlng, 24 

-, Welding, 80 

- . Welding. to Rod. 54 

Hod, Collared, Welding, 52 

-, Drawing Down, 45 

- - , Ecc('ntric. Dle~block for, 103 

- , Forging. 101 

- , Fork~d EccentrIc, 71 

- , Puncbed, 69 

-, Valye, li~ol'ging. 102 

- , Welding Hlug to. 54 

- wUh Bosses, ForgIng, 89 

Hoot Trusses. 68 

Hound Iron Bars, DrawIng Down, 


46 

- - - used by Smitb, 63 


Sand Flux for Iron. 144 

- und Suit Flux for Steel, 144 


- . Sprinkling, over Dot Forg
ings, 54 


Suw-file Temper Steel, 146 

- . Tempering, 151 

~c1l1~. Formatton of, 48 

SculMls, Tempe ring, 150 

,carfed Joints, 55 

- Weld ou Bossed Rod, 92 

. cissora. Tempering, 151 

Snew Taps, Hardening. 152 

- -, Tempering. 152 

Screwing Dies, Annealing, 152 

- -, Hardening, 152 

- -. Tempering, 152 

Set, Cold, 24 

-, Hot. 25 

- Uammer, Edge of, 66 

-, Handle toc. 25 

R.,tt Temper Steel. 146 

f;hears. Tempering. 151 

Rhut ting Link, Welding, 109 

Siemens Steel, 143 

Sl!!con. Presence Of. in Iron, 64 

-. Steel Hardened by, 141 


~1:iI~:Y;1ve Spindles. Making, 82 

Rling Chain SUPllOrt. 16 

Riot Holes. Forming, 57 

i';lotte<i Cottar Ways, Puncbing, 58 

-Crunk,67 

Spindle Temper Steel, 146 

Spindles, Slide-valve, 82 

Springs, Hardening, 151 

-, Large, Tempering, 151 

-, 'Vatch, Tempering, 151 

Spring-s,yages. 28 

SquMe Iron Bars used by Smiths, 


Stamping witb Dies (see Dle-blk)
Stand for Anvn, 9 

- - Heavy Tools, 40 

- - Swage-block, 33 

Steam Hammer, 9 

Steel, Adding Tungsten to, 141 

-, - Woolfram to, 141 

-, AnneaUng, 146 

-, Bessemer. 143 

-. Burnt, 145 

-, Carbon In, 141 

-, Chisel Temper, 146 

- compared witb Wrongbt Iron. 


141 

- crumbling to Pieces, 145 

-, Die Temper, 146 

-, Ductile and 'Veldable, 141 

-, Hardening. 147 

-, - Constituents ot. 141 

-, Heating, In Molten Metals. 150 

- Liquids for Hardening, 146 

-, Manganese In. 141 

-, Mlloipulating at Forge, 141 

-, Mild. 141 

- for Model Forgings. 125 

-, Mushet, Making. 141 

-, Qyerheating, 144 

-, Phospborus In, 141 

-, Razor Temper, 145 

-, Sawfile Temper. 146 

-, Sett Temi}er. 146 

-, Siemens. 143 

-, Silicon in, 141 

- soaking in Forge Fire, 144 

-, Spindle Temper, 146 

-, Tempering, 146 

-. -, Range of Colors In, 150 

-, -, Table of Heats, etc., 


for. 150 

-, Tempers of, 145 

-, Tool Temper, 146 

- for Tool-making, 141 

-, Upsetting, 144 

-, Varying Qualities ot, 144 

- Welding, 143 

-. Working. at Blue Heat. 145 

"Stick-In" Pieces for Welding 


Rings, 80 

Stop for Bending-block. 77 

Sulpbur In Cast Iron, 142 

SUi}ports for Heavy Forgings. 15 

Surgical Instruments, Temperlng t 


150 

Swage, Angular. 30 

- for Flnlsblng Bolts. 31 

_ - Shaping Bolt-beads, 31 


=: Bot~'l,r::~I: Tbree Grooves, 29 


=: ~;:in:,2 32 

-, Top, 30 
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Swage-block, 33 
-i:!tRnd,33
Swinging Monkey IIommer, 12 
Swivels, Makin!; , 110 
Sword-blades, 'l'ewperlng, 151 

'III hIe-knives, 'l'eroperlng. 151 
Tullow tor llarden lng i:!tee!, 147 
Tnpel' Drift, 37 
Tempenng Cutlery, 151 
- Drllls, HiO 
- Steel, 148 
__, Runge of ~olor8 In . 150 
__, 'l'able ot Il l'utS, etc., for, 

150 
_ Surgical lnstrnmpnts. 150 
_ '£ools 149 (see under sepnru te 

headings)
Teml,,'rs of teel. 145 
Tension nod Compression in TrOll. 

73 
Testing Forgings tor ,Accuracy, 9 

Tools, Racks for, 40 
_, Steel for MakIng, 141 
-, '!'(llllpering, 149 
_, TUl'oiog, I:Iteel tor, 141 
TOi) I,'uller, 34 
-Swage, 30 
'rl'lIsses. Hoot, 68 

~~:~grJ~oT~~~~,IIS:te~? ~~~,Cli4i41 
'l'uyere or l1oU1e~mnde Forge, 1M 
'l'uyeres, 'Yater, 7 

psctting Iron Bnrs. 42 
- Steel, Advlsobillty ot, 144 

"!Ilve·rod Bridles , MakIng, 82 
Yllh·e·rod•. ForgIng. 102 
Y·biock, Finishing Illng on, 34 
-. HammerIng Work on. 55 
nse and Anvil, Comblnecl, 124 

Wu tch·SI)l'lngs. Tompering, 151 
Wo ter 'l'llyeres. 7 
Weh ot Lever. F'orming. 08 
Welded E)'e, 60 
"·,'Idlng. 52 
- lIeot for Wrought Iron , 55 
_ Heu ts tor 1 ron onll Slrel, 52 
- Iron, Desirahility ot, 42 
__. Flux for, 144 
-lUng, 80 
_ Shuttinll" Link, 110 
- Steel, Flux for. 144 
__. Inltilll nttHcuily In. 143 
- on Tle·rod Ends, 09 
Wlnrb Jlondle. !>'orging Eye of, ro
Woolfram, Adding. to St.'el, 141 
Wrou"ht Iron comp!lrt'd witb Steel, 

142 
__ co,mer tMn Cast. 143 
__, EtTeot ot Impurities In, 64 
_ -, Welding Deot tor, 54 

'l'le.rod Ends, Punching Iloles In, 
09 

_ - Welding on, 9 

-, l'un('h.<I. 68 

Tle·rous ot Bridges. Forging, 90 

'I'ongs. Crook·1l1 t. 23 

Tongs for ~'Iat Bars, 23 

-, Ilollow·hlt, 23 

- . !lool), 24 

-. Plok·up. 24 

-, Pincpr. 23 

- tor Bolding Rings, 24 

- with Y·shoped Jnws. 23 

Tongue Joint In Solid BIlrs. 93 

Tool Temper Steol. 146 

Tools . Accumulotlon of. 39 

-, Arrnngpmpnt of. 40 

-. Dond, 20 (s,'e also under sep· 


arote heodlngs) 

--. nordenlnl!, 146 

- -, Denvy, Stands tor, 40 
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